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Management 5ummary

This paper is the result of my Master Thesis project conducted at the contact centre Sitel
based in Eindhoven. The core process can be described as providing services for incoming
customers by means oftele-services. This support is delivered by so caUed agents. During the
process several information systems are used. The services provided are highly varied:
support, emergency response service, tele-marketing, etc. Sitel complements its tele-services
by services in other media: e-mail.webpages.hardcopyletters.etc.Itis therefore referred to
as a contact centre.

To gain knowledge in the optlmlzation of caU centre processes a literature review was
conducted. The first part focuses on basic mathematical and simulation models which relate
volumes, service times and staffing levels to key performance indicators. The second part
expands the basic models with support for caUs with different skills and indentifies routing
methods and staffing configurations.

The study will focus on two customers: Philips and HP. The process of Philips is running for
three months and relatively new. The process is considered to be unstable with regard to the
performance measures it has to reach. An average speed of answer (ASA) which is smaUer
than or equal to thirty seconds in eighty percent of the cases is not constantly realized at this
point in time. The number of agents is around 25. The number of unique skills in the Philips
project is equal to 18. The average weekly caU volume is 2805 caUs. Although the project of
Philips has multiple skills, the skills are known to be relatively simple and quit easy to
master. This means that cross training aU agents as much as possible intuitively seems to be
the best solution. The process of HP is more mature than the process of Philips. The market
of HP is business-to-business. The process of HP is known for its wide range of agent skills.
The skills are differentiated by language, level and product leading to a total of roughly 100
skills. Like Philips, service levels (answer 95% of the caUs within 120 or 30 seconds,
depending on the product type) are not met on a regular basis. The agent pool of HP consists
mainly out of fuU time agents (+/- 100). The average weekly caU volume is roughly 9667.
The knowledge required for agents at HP is more technical and requires a training ranging
from 4 to 6 weeks.

Problem validation showed that for Philips the service level is a true problem. 68% of the
days did not reach the targeted service level. The decreasing trend in the service level towards
the last months is a point of concern. For HP the service level is not considered as a problem
at this point in time. Although roughly 33% of the days did not meet the targeted service
level, it is no real threat because these days are located in February and March. April and
May show a stabie pattern in which the service level is being met on a regular basis. To check
what caused the service level to vary the most, a regression analysis was performed. The
factors caU volume, morning peak volume, afternoon peak volume, caU volume variation,
handling time, positions staffed, skill priority and auxiliary time were aU related to the service
level within one model. Based on the regression analysis it can be concluded that most of the
variation in the service level is caused by the manageable factors "Average positions staffed"
and "skill priority". Managing these factors should cause the greatest increase in service
level. To check whether the staffing level in general is high enough to reach the service level,
mathematical models as weU as a simulation models were used to estimate the service level
for both projects. For Philips both the mathematical and simulation model concluded that it is
highly unlikely that the targeted service level will be reached with the given system
parameters. For HP, the mathematical model showed that the service level can be reached
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given the current number of agents. The simulation model showed that it is hard to reach the
service level given the system parameters including February and March. By excluding
February and March the simulation model showed that the targeted service level can be
reached.

The analysis showed that the manageable factors "Average posItlOns staffed" and
"Percentage on skill" caused most of the variation in the service level. Within this research
the focus will be on optimization via alternative routing strategies and skill assignments. The
decision was made for two reasons. First, the literature concemed with caU centres is
focussed on the determination of staffing levels while the routing and skill assignment issue
has had Iess attention. Second, the labour market for caU centre agents is considered to be
tight, which means that is simply hard to recruit new agents. The number of current agents is
kept constant. The redesign alternatives were classified using a three-dimensional cube. The
first dimension is caUed 'staff. This dimension is concemed with the skill assignments to the
agents. The second dimension is caUed 'CaU selection' . This dimension gives methods used
to select one caU out of many when there is only one agent available to answer them. The
third and last dimension is concemed with 'Agent Selection' methods. Given that there is one
caU available to answer, which agent out of many should be selected to answer the caU. By
selection the best combination of methods with regard to staff, caU selection and agent
selection, the service level from Philips increased from 76,34% to 83,74%. For HP the
service level increased from 93,31 % to 96,12%. The improvements for Philips were greater
than for HP. This was not surprising because the current service level for HP already was on
a high level. One should be aware of the moderating effect of the current performance on the
influence of alternative caU selection, agent selection and staffing principles.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Cal! centres
The core process of a call centre can be described as providing services for incoming
customers by means of tele-services. This support is delivered by so called agents. During the
process several information systems are used. The services call centres provide are highly
varied: support, emergency response service, tele-marketing, etc. This means that calls are
initiated by outside callers calling in to a centre.

Research on call centres is evolving rapidly as well as information systems supporting the
operations of call centres (Gans et al. 2003, Jansen-Vullers M.R et al. 2006, Whitt 2007a,
Zeltyn, Mandelbaum 2007b). Nowadays it is even possible to have 'virtual call centres'.
These are a set of geographically dispersed call centres working together as one call centre.
Another trend of call centres is the use of an interactive voice response (lVR), also known as
voice response unit (VRU). This allows call centres to serve customers without the use of
agents. Customers interact with IVR by using their voice or keypad. The IVR then will in
turn react by interpreting the information provided by the callers.

Call centres are also referred to as contact centres. Contact centres are however a
generalization of call centres. Contact centres are the same as call centres except for the fact
that contact centres are complemented by services in other media: e-mail, web pages, hard
copy letters, etc. As soon as this inbound traffic is handled in a significant different way, the
inbound process can be categorized as asynchronous.

The process flow of a call centre can be described in the terms used in Gans et al. 2003.
Arriving calls are connected to the private automatic branch exchange (PABX). The PABX
contains a number of tronk lines with the public service telephone network (PSTN). As long
as tronk lines are free, callers are able to enter the system. As soon as all tronk lines are
occupied the callers receive a busy signal and are blocked from the system. Once callers are
in the system they can be connected to the IVR described earlier or to an automatic call
distributor (ACD). An ACD is a specialized switch which automatically routes calls to a
specific agent. Note that it is also possible to connect to the ACD via the IVR or the other
way around. The ACD routing can be based on several properties: language, needed skill (for
example identified via IVR), etc. If no agents are available to answer a call from the ACD,
the ACD puts the call on hold in a waiting queue. The caller is then "amused" with music,
commercials or other things. While waiting in the queue, customers could get impatient and
abandon the queue. Customers in the queue are eventually connected to a free agent to get
their support. Once the support has finished it is possible that the customer is helped
successfully upon which the customer willieave the system. Tt could also be the case that the
customer still needs support (connected to the wrong agent, insufficient support, etc). The
customer could then leave the system or go back to the ACD from which the customer will be
connected to another agent. Callers who actually left the system could also call again. Next to
the IVR, ACD and PABX there or other information systems supporting the call centre
operations. Customer relationship management systems are implemented to capture, storage
and analyse customer process information. Computers are used by agents to request
customer specific information in order to give support. A notation based on Petri nets (Van
der Aalst 2002) is used in figure 1 to graphically represent the workflow of a call centre.
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The fact that Sitel is an in-sourcing company having different customers makes it very
interesting to research. The more customers involved, the more generalized the research will
be. Due to the differences in required skills, there can be many possibilities for different skill
based routing configurations.

Note that the system sketched above is still a simplified model ofreality. In reallife there is
not one pool of agents but there are several pools of specialized, general and cross trained
agents. These pools can be placed in several configurations leading to a network of queues
and agents pools.

--------ll----=::l·l,·..·."m '.----.-. r --ro
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- Customer Care
Repeat purchases, up-sell/cross-seU, billing information, issue resolution, account
change, reservations, loyalty clubs, investor inquiries and warranty caUs

- Customer Acquisition
Inbound sales, outbound sales, order taking, lead generation, DRTV/bureau, product
information, subscription renewals and database management

- Technical Support
Troubleshooting, hardware/software support, Internet support, PC/server support,
corporate helpdesk, warranty andpost warranty

- Risk Management
Pre charge-ofJ, post charge-ofJ, early fraud, credit activation, property recovery, skip
tracing, disaster prevention and recovery

- Back-Office Processing
Order andpayment processing, eCommerce, catalog, continuity services and rebate
processing activities

1.2 Sitel
The project was conducted at the contact centre Sitel in Eindhoven. Sitel provides fully
integrated customer care and back office processing services. Sitel provides the following
services for its customers:

In February the centre in Eindhoven had a total of seven customers: Linksys, UPC, Philips,
HP, American Express, KPN and Bookmark. In the year 2007, 1.102.814 inbound calls and
85.388 outbound calls were handled. The number of e-mails answered equaled 52.081. With
regard to the capacity, a total of 413 working places (phones) were available for agents to
answer calls. The number of agents equalled 426 representing roughly 348,67 FTE.

•....

figure 1: The process ofa cal! centre as a workjlow model
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1.3 Report structure
The remainder of this report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 gives a literature review
concemed with the modelling of call centre processes. The first part focuses on basic
mathematical and simulation models which relate volumes, service times and staffing levels
to key performance indicators. The second part expands the basic models with support for
calls with different skills and indentifies routing methods and staffing configurations.

The next chapter will provide detailed information about the project involved. In section 3.1
the scope of the project will be described in terms of customers and processes involved. Key
performance indicators are defined and related to the process. The section will conclude by
sketching the problem as was defined by the company and indentifying factors influencing
the problem by means of a cause/effect diagram. In sections 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4 the project
definition will be described, the goals of the project are outlined and research questions are
glven.

In chapter 4 the research method is explained. The sample and data collection process is
giving as weIl as the measurement ofthe factors from the cause/effect diagram.
The chapter finishes with the used mathematical modeIs, simulation models and statistical
models. Both validation and verification methods are explained.

Parameters for the used models are discussed in chapter 5. The determination and calculation
of the arrival process, the service process, the abandonment process, the auxiliary process and
the staffing levels are explained.

Chapter 6 presents the analysis of the current processes. Results of the applied models are
given. The factors in the cause/effect diagram are statistically related to the service level.
Outcomes for significance levels, influence size and influence directions are presented.
Significant factors are further investigated and recommendations are given. Results from the
mathematical as weIl as the simulation model are presented and discussed.

The next chapter looks at redesign alternatives. Alternatives with regard to staffing
(specialized v.s. cross-trained), agent selection, and call selection principles will be tested and
compared to each other based on key performance indicators.

The final chapters conclude the report by summarizing the main findings. Recommendations
for Sitel are given. The research approach is generalized. The discussion chapter presents the
study limitations and finishes with a reflection on simulation and mathematical models.
(Dis)Advantages of simulation and mathematical models as weIl as integration possibilities
are discussed.
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2 Literature review

2.1 Queuing models
The most widely applied way of mathematically modelling call centres is the use of queuing
models (Koole, Mandelbaum 2002,Whitt 2005 2007b, Ze1tyn Mandelbaum 2007a, Boots
Tijms 1999). In these modeIs, callers arrive· with a certain amount per time unit. These callers
can be accepted or blocked by the system. When callers are blocked they can redial and try to
enter the system again. When callers are accepted into the system, they are routed to agents to
get served or are placed in a queue when all agents are busy. While callers wait for service in
the queue, they could get impatient. When the impatience reaches a certain limit, callers are
able to leave the queue (and the system). Agents are able to process a certain number of
callers per time unit. Once a caller has been served by an agent he/she leaves the system. A
graphical presentation ofthis process is given below.

Lostcallillr Agents

Retri"~ r~Se-~"'(">-
Blooked,,", / ~

-. trlq~~iINK {) --M'
I """0'00(') ~ \

~Retnal~-------J \

j D --c>.
Lostcalls

jigure 2: basic queuing model

One of the more sophisticated queuing models is the Erlang A model (Whitt 2005, Ze1tyn
Mandelbaum 2007a). This model can be formally described by the following parameters:
M/M/s/+M. The first parameter 'M' represents a Poisson arrival process of callers. The
second parameter 'M' defines an exponentially distributed service time. The third parameter
's' is the number of servers (i.e. agents) that are answering the calls. The fourth parameter
'+M' represents a Poisson distributed abandonment process of impatient customers. The
Erlang A model differentiates itself by directly supporting the possibility to abandon. Several
authors derived approximation for more general queueing models based on the Erlang A
model. In Zeltyn, Mandelbaum (2007a) numerical approximations for the M/M/s+G queuing
model are derived. This model thus accounts for generally distributed patience times. For
different types of regimes, asymptotic statements show how different types of parameters can
be tuned in order to satisfy a set of service constraints. In Whitt (2005) numerical derivations
for the M/GI/slK+GI (where K represents the number of tronk lines) queuing model are
derived. Two approximations are used. Firstly, the given M/GI/slK+GI model is
approximated by a Markovian M/M/slK+M(n) model. The M(n) indicates a state dependent
abandonment rate. Secondly, the general service time is approximated by an exponential
service time. The author shows by means of simulation that the approximations are fairly
accurate.
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2.2 Skill based routing and Staffing
The basic queuing models given in the previous sections focussed on systems containing one
type of caUers which only require one type of agent. In practice, eaU centres have a
differentiated group of caUer requiring different skills. Staffing configuration vary from fuUy
specialized to fuUy cross-trained agents. Research focussing on eaU centres requiring
different skilled agents is mostly known under the header "Skilled based routing" (SBR)
(Bhulai 2004 , Gans et al.2003). Two types of question classes arise for multi skilled system.
The first class can be described as the routing class. When an agent becomes free and more
than one eaU (requiring different qualities which the agent is both capable of) is waiting to be
served, which eaU should be taken. Given that more than one agent from different agent pools
is free, to which pool should the eaU be routed t~. The second class of questions is concemed
with staffing levels; how many agents are needed for each of the pools. Routing strategies can
be divided into two main sets: statie policies and dynamie policies. Statie policies are fixed
whereas dynamic policies depend on the state of the system.

In Tijms (1988) the basic M/GIN model is expanded to deal with different skills. The model
assumes a non pre-emptive queuing regime in which skills have fixed priorities over other
skills Approximations are derived for waiting time distributions for each skill.

In WaUace and Whitt (2005) a SBR algorithm is developed. This algorithm is based on a
statie priority routing scheme. The algorithm makes use of so caUed resource pooling. A
limited amount of cross training (having agents with multiple skills, but only a few skills in
appropriate combinations) is applied. The proposed algorithm is not optimal, but it is
reasoned that the algorithm will be close to the optimal solution if utilization rates of agents
are relatively high. Arriving eaUs are routed to the agent group having the highest priority. If
more than one agent in this workgroup is idle, the eaU will be routed to the agent being idle
for the longest time (LIAR policy). If an agent becomes free and there are eaUs queuing for
which the agent possesses skills, a eaU will be selected in the following manner. The agents
visits the queues in order of the agent' s priority levels; i.e. the agents goes first to the queue
with rus primary skill, second to the queue with his secondary skill, and so on. CaUs within a
queue are selected by the FIFü principle. Agent levels are determined such that the
conditional probability that the steady state waiting time for a eaU is below a threshold value
for each resource pool, given that the eaU is not blocked, should at least be equal to some
threshold value and the probability that a eaU can not enter the system because it is blocked
should be smaller than some other threshold value.

In Koole and Talim (2003) routing heuristics are given for a Multi-skill eaU centre. The paper
introduces overflow routing. Overflow routing assumes a list of skill groups for each eaU
type. Upon eaU arrival the list of groups is searched successively for available agents. If no
agent is available, the eaU is queued or blocked, depending on the used policy. The process of
eaUs getting blocked by a group and overflowing to the next group is referred to as
overflowing. This overflowing can be considered as a renewal process, but not a Poisson
process. In more complex situations overflow processes do not even have to be renewal
processes anymore. An approximation based on replacing aU renewal processes by Poisson
processes is used. It is also assumed that each station is stochasticaUy independent.

In Chevalier et al. (2004) a loss model is used to determine optimal routing and staffing
levels. It is assumed that there are multiple eaU types, each arrives according to a Poisson
process. AU service times are distributed as independent, exponential random variables. For
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each type of customer there may be a pool of specialist servers and a separate pool of fully
flexible servers, who can handle more than one type of call but at a possible lower server rate.
For the system two minimization strategies are developed. The first one minimizes staffing
cost subject to an upper bound of the system wide loss rate. The second strategy minimizes
the system wide loss rate subject to an upper bound on the staffing cost. Call routing is
performed on a FIFü bases. Specialized agents have a higher priorirty with regard to agent
selection than cross-trained agents.

In Zapf (2004) an experimental simulation study based on data from a car rental company
was conducted. Several configurations have been tested. Incoming calls consists out of
standard and special requests and can be synchronous or asynchronous. Process steps that
have to be taken by an agent are divided in a classification step and a handling step. The
configurations tested are the one-level design, the two-level design and the back-office. In the
simulation, restrictions for the waiting, loss rate and utilization rates are defined and an
iterative staffing approach is given. The authors conclude by presenting weaknesses and
strengths for each qualification-mixture and communication mixture. Note that this study is
one of the few accounting explicitly for synchronous and asynchronous calls.

In Bhulai (2004) dynamic routing policies for multi-skill call centres developed. The model
involved consists out of exponentially distributed service and arrival times. Queuing is not
allowed (blocking model). The objective of the system is the minimization of the average
number of blocked calls. The algorithm presented is based on a one-step policy improvement
using relative value functions derived from queuing systems. Numerical experiments show
that the heuristic solution is very close to the optimal solution.

A working paper (Tekin et al. 2004) investigates the efficiency benefits achievable via cross
training. Agents are firstly grouped into N departments according to the customer type they
serve. Then, cross-training policies are examined that pool a set of departments into a single
larger department in which every agent serves all of the pooled call types. For the pooled
departments two priority policies are considered: First-Come-First-Served (FCFS) and Non
Preemtive Priority (NPP). The model used is a set of parallel N/M/G/c queuing systems.
Formulas presented can be used to determine which pooling of departments leads to the
highest decrease in the average waiting time. The paper shows how service time, department
size, the service time coefficient of variation and utilization effect the pooling strategy.
Explicit routing policies are not given.

The previously discussed routing principles and routing heuristics are few out of many. For
other, more specific principles, Aksin and Harker 2003, Borst et al. 2004, Harrison and Zeevi
2005, Hasija et al. 2005, Mehrota and Fama 2003, Ridley and Fu 2003, and Shumsky and
Pinker 2003, could be consulted. The staffing issue has been discussed by many authors.
Less attention has been paid to the selectiOn problem. Most authors assume call selection on
the bases of the FIFü principle and are static. The most widely applied agent selection is the
LIAR policy. There could however be selection principles that lead to higher performance on
relevant key performance indicators.
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figure 3: Main processflow ofthe Philips and HP Project
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The process of HP is more mature than the process of Philips. The market of HP is business
to-business. The process of HP is known for its wide range of agent skiUs. The skiUs are
differentiated by language, level and product leading to a total of roughly 100 skills. Like
Philips, service levels (answer 95% ofthe caUs within 120 or 30 seconds, depending on the
product type) are not constantly met. The process of HP is also asynchronous. The agent pool
of HP consists mainly out of fuU time agents (+/- 100). The average weekly caU volume is
equal to 9667. The knowledge required for agents at HP is very technical and requires a
training ranging from 4 to 6 weeks. This makes the project very interesting because cross
training aU agents is more difficult. Staffing principles studied within the theoretical research
could provide good guidelines about how to structure cross-trained agent pools.

The figure below sketches the main process flow of the Philips and HP project. This figure
also forms the bases of the simulation model which wiU be discussed later.

Based on the number diaUed, the caUer will be forwarded to the IVR (Interactive Voice
Response) of its language. Within the IVR, the customer makes aselection based on product
category. The final choice a consumer makes within the IVR determines the skill which is

3.1 Research scope
The project will focus on Philips and HP. The process of Philips is running for three months
and relatively new. The process is considered to be unstable with regard to the performance
measures it has to reach. An average speed of answer (ASA) which is smaUer than or equal to
thirty seconds in eighty percent of the cases is not constantly realized at this point in time.
The agent pool of Philips has fuU time and part-time agents. The number of agents is around
the 25. The number of unique skills in the Philips project is equal to 18. The average weekly
caU volume is 2805 caUs. Although the project of Philips has multiple skills, the skills are
known to be relatively simpIe and quit easy to master. This means that cross training aU
agents as much as possible intuitively seems to be the best solution. Philips however is not
known to be very enthusiastic about cross training. A detailed quantitative analysis might
convince them about the possible gains due to cross training. Mathematica! model and
simulation studies can be used to provide these quantitative figures.

For inbound caUs, potential caUers caU the contact centre. When there is at least one free
tronk line, the caUer will be accepted. When there is no trunk line available, the caUer will be
blocked.
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needed to answer the call. Once the inbound call has passed the IVR and there is no agent
available to answer the call, it is placed in the queue of its skill type. The main differentiation
between agents is based on language (Dutch, Flemish or French) for Philips and product
category (Mobile, CCR, Dekstop, Color, Mono, CS, DSJ, 4X, PL30 HV, JD, CE Assist,
Mission Critical and CSR) for HP.

Within the Select Agent-Skill process the call selection and agent selection takes place.
Call selection is done when there are at least two calls waiting and there is only one available
agent to answer one of them. Calls having the same skill are handled following the FIFO
principle. When there are several calls waiting having different skills, call selection takes
places based on a static priority scheme, where calls with a higher priority are handled first.
Note that each agent has its own static priority scheme. When there are more calls waiting
having a different skill but the same priority, the call having the longest waiting time gets
served first. When there are more available agents for a call, agents selection takes place
based on the following mIes. The agent having the highest priority for the skill gets the call.
If the available agents all have the same priority for the skill, the agent who has been idle the
longest gets the call.

Once the agent-call pair has been made, the agent starts handling the call. For each call a case
is generated within a workflow management system. This way a complete history of every
calling customer is available. During the handling process it could happen that the agent has
to consult with a back-liner (a.k.a. mentor or product specialist). During this consultation, the
customer is put on hold. If the back-liner is able to help directly, the agent will follow his
advice and pass it on to the customer. If the back-liner is not able to help directly, the
customer is told that he/she will be contacted later. It will always be the same agent
contacting the customer (Total Case Ownership).

During the day, operation managers can plan agents to perform other productivities. Other
productivities are answering e-mails and white mails, performing RMA jobs, and doing
outbound calls.

3.2 Problem definition
In the previous sections it was mentioned that both for Philips and HP the daily target
percentage of calls having an ASA which is smaller than or equal to some threshold is not
constantly met. In case of Philips this means 80% of the calls answered within 30 seconds
and for HP this means 95% ofthe calls answered within 120 (all none CCR skills) or 30 (all
CCR skills) seconds. The problem statements are defined as follows:

1. "The process ofPhilips is considered to be unstable with regard to the performance
measures it has to reach. An ASA which is smaller than or equal to thirty seconds in
eighty percent ofthe cases is not constantly realized at this point in time"

2. The process ofHP is considered to be unstable with regard to the performance measures
it has to reach. An ASA which is smaller than or equal to 120 seconds (none CCR) or 30
seconds (CCR) in 95 percent ofthe cases is not constantly realized at this point in time.

The performance measure is also known as the service level (SL). Note that this service level
is not as trivial as it might look. It does not c1early state what happens to calls that abandon.
To overcome confusion the service level measure is therefore formally defined as:
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"The number ofcaUs answered within service level threshold divided by the difJerence ofthe
number ofoffered caUs and the caUs abandoned before service level threshold"

Note that this definition leaves out caUs abandoned before the service level threshold. This is
done because one does not know if caUs, abandoned before there service level threshold,
would have passed the threshold if they would have stayed. CaUs abandoned after service
level threshold, would always have passed the threshold if they would have stayed.

The problem statements are validated in the section 6.1. To guide the process of root cause
analysis, a frame work is now provided relating factors known to influence the service level.
The framework is graphicaUy presented in the form of an Ishikawa diagram in figure 4.

High Volume ---I~.

High Peak Volume ---lil\.

High CaU Volume Variation_--I~

HighACO

High AUX Time ----I~

HighACW

figure 4: Jshikawa diagram offactors influencing the service level

The peak volume factor can further differentiated into a moming peak volume and an
aftemoon peak volume. The definition for each of the factors is given in table 1.
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Category Factor Definition
CaU Volume Offered eaUs for a skill on a day
Volume Moming peak volume The maximum number of eaUs in a moming interval

divided by the average moming interval
volume for a skill

Aftemoon peak volume The maximum number of eaUs in an aftemoon interval
divided by the average interval
volume in the aftemoon for a skill

Volume variation The standard deviation of interval eaU volume divided
by the average interval eaU volume for a skill

Downtime Downtime Time during which systems are down, but eaUs still enter
the system

Handling ACD The average talk time for a skill on a day
time ACW The average after eaU work for a skill on a day
Productive Average positions stafIed The average number of agents staffed for a skill during
Staffing the day
level Skill priority Percentage oftotal handling time spent on a skill by

agents having the skill considered
AUXtime Percentage of staffed time that the agents spent in a state

in which they were not available for inbound eaUs for a
skill

table J: Factor definitions

3.3 Project goal
The goal of this project is two fold. On the one hand it should give Sitel a detailed insight in
the processes of Philips and HP. Analysis of both qualitative aspects (process flows) as well
as quantitative aspects (service levels, abandonments) with regard to routing and staffing will
be given. Perceptions of possible problems will be confirmed or rejected. In addition,
possible redesign configurations to improve performance should be developed and tested.

On the other hand the project should give the possibility to complement the research
questions that were derived from the theoretical research. In the literature section it became
clear that most attention has been paid to the staffing issue. In this research the routing issue
is therefore focussed upon. The redesign configurations will give possibilities to compare
different routing and skill assignments to each other. Both mathematical and simulation
models will be used. The accuracy of both models can be tested by comparing results to real
time results. A critical reflection on the applicability of simulation models and mathematica!
models will conclude the questions from the theoretical research.

3.4 Research questions
1. What do the current processes ofPhilips and HP look like?

1.1. How are calls routed?
1.2. What is the current configuration with regard to skill setups and staffing levels?
1.3. How is any asynchronous traffic handled?
1.4. Are back-liners used? Ifso, how?

2. How do the current processes ofPhilips and HP perform with regard to operational
performance measures like service level and abandonment rate?
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3. What are possible redesign configurations with regard to staffing?
3.1. Fully cross trained configuration;
3.2. Partially cross trained configurations;

4. What are possible redesign configurations with regard to routing?
4.1. CaU selection
4.2. Agent selection

5. What are the projected gains with regard to SLA, abandonment rate and decrease in
staffing level for any one of the (combinations ot) redesign altematives?

6. How can mathematical models and simu1ation models be used to optimize call centre
processes?
6.1. Under what conditions is it appropriate/possible to use mathematical modeis?
6.2. Under what conditions is it appropriate/possible to use simulation modeis?
6.3. How can simulation models and mathematical models complement each other?

7. What concrete step can Sitel undertake to improve the current service level?
7.1. What can Sitel do to improve the service level using different skill assignments?
7.2. What can Sitel do to improve the service level using different call selection methods?
7.3. What can Sitel do to improve the service level using different agent selection

methods?
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4 Research Method

4.1 Sample and data collection
The data used, is extracted from the main information system called Avaya and some local
excel sheets. This information system has data about calls and agents. The call data gives
insights into offered caIls, answered caIls, arrival pattems, handling times and abandonment
times. The agent data gives information about staffing levels, skills and routing priorities,
utilizations and staffing times. The local excel sheets are mainly used for the day-to-day
schedules. Philips data was gathered during a three-month period starting in February and had
total offered volume of 40.996 calls. HP data was gathered during a four-month period also
starting in February and had a total offered volume of 154.475.

The Avaya data has one major drawback: data is already aggregated to thirty-minute intervals
for which only average times are given. This makes it hard or even impossible to perform
specific statistical tests.

4.2 Applied models

4.2.1 StatisticaI models

To test the effect of the independent variables on the service level, multiple linear regression
analysis (Montgomery and Runger, 2003, pp. 410 - 466) was used. The dependent variabie is
described by the independent variables in the form of a linear relation. The method of least
squares is used to estimate the regression coefficients in the multiple linear regression model.
By using regression it will be possible to say something about the significance as weIl as the
influence size and direction of each factor on the service level given in the cause/effect
diagram in figure 4. Each observation represents the factor values for a day-skill
combination. Days with a relatively low volume were excluded from the regression analysis
because they show relatively unstable relations. For the low-volume skills, days that had less
than 10 calls were excluded and for the high-volume skills, days that had less than 15-20 calls
were excluded. For each regression analysis, results about the R2 (explained variance), adj R2

,

ANOVA, and coefficient's significance and influence are given. Whether a factor is
significant or not will also justify the inclusionlexclusion of the factor in the mathematical
and simulation model. Goodness-of-fit tests (Montgomery and Runger, 2003, pp. 315 - 319)
and confidence intervals of the standard deviation were used to determine distributions for
relevant the simulation and mathematical model parameters. The goodness of fit test is based
on the chi-square distribution. The proposed distribution on which the data will be fitted is
cut in classes. For each class, the expected number of observations is compared to the
observed number of observations. The total sum of the squared deviations forms the chi
square measure. The degrees of freedom for the test is equal to the difference between the
number of classes and the number of estimated parameters minus one. If the P-value of this
chi-square measure is significant, one can reject the hypothesis that the gathered data comes
from the proposed distribution. Two moment fits were used for the more complex
distributions.
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4.2.2 Queuing models
Calculation techniques for staffing levels and routing policies were adopted and adjusted
from the methods discussed in the literature section. The "Erlang A" model (M/M/n+M) is
mainly used to calculate staffing levels and analyse current staffing levels. The non pre
emptive priority queue (M/G/n NPP) gives possibilities to estimate inter skill differences with
regard to the service level. Derivations of relevant performance measures of the queuing
models can be found in section 12.2.

4.2.3 Simulation model

A simulation model was used to test the effect of different caU and agent selection principles.
Also, effects of cross-training and other staff changes can be quantifiably tested with the
simulation model. The simulation model is built in CPN-tools which is based on High-level
Petri nets. Petri nets are graphical which makes it easy to understand them. There are many
analytical techniques available for Petri nets to perform model verification, validation and
output analysis. For a detailed discussion on Petri nets Van der Aalst and van Hee (2002) can
be consulted. Simulation model verification and validation techniques were adopted from
Law and Kelton (1991) and Van der Aalst (2002). To simplify the verification process, the
simulation model is built out of hierarchical sub models. Due to the simplicity in the sub
models traces can be conducted. Place invariants are identified, which should verify the
preservation and correctness of model states. For example: each caU that goes in should come
out. A caU that has abandoned can not be answered. Model validation will be performed by
comparing results to real life data and results from the mathematical models. The simulation
model as weU as the model verification andvalidation are described in detail in section 12.1.2
and 12.1.3.

The run length chosen for the simulation is a week. The simulation is considered to be a
terminating simulation which means that no warm up period is required. The number of
replications is determined by the required precision and significance in the statistical analysis
of the relevant performance measures. For a detailed overview of the determination and
calculation of the run length, warm-up period and number of replications sections 12.1.4,
12.1.5, and 12.1.6 can be consulted.
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5 Model parameters
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figure 6: Weekly volume pattern HP

figure 8: Daily volume pattern HP
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5.1 Arrival process
The most widely applied process to model the arrival process of calls is the Poisson process.
The theoretical reasoning is that the probability of an arbitrary customer calling to the call
centre is very low while the number ofpossible customers is very large. Although the Poisson
process is a good approximation most of the time, limitations exist. Arrival rates are known
to vary during the day. At the beginning and ending of a day, arrival rates are relatively low.
At midday, arrival rates peak. Note that the Poisson process assumes a constant arrival rate.
To overcome this issue a day can be split into intervals, each of them modelled with a unique
Poisson process. For this method to work, arrival rates may not change to radically between
intervals. Tests are available to check if arrival rates vary too radically, but these require case
based data, which was not available. In figure 5 and figure 6 daily volumes for the Philips
and HP project are given.

In the figures below the daily volumes are differentiated to thirty minute intervals.
~ Interval vOlum';-per Day (PhIlIps) I Interval Volume PerDay(HP)

I:~ 1-

~~f~:I':~-Sat
.. 60

The Philips project runs on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and
Saturdays. On Sundays the Philips lines are closed. The average inbound call volume per
week for the period January-March equalled 2805 calls. A large part ofthis volume enters the
call centre on Mondays while only a small part of the volume enters the call centre on
Saturdays. The volume on Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays is relatively stabie.
The HP project runs on Mondays, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays. In the
weekend the HP lines are closed. The average inbound call volume per week for the period
February - May equalled 9667 calls. The volume on a weekday is relatively constant, except
for Fridays which show significantly lower volume.

figure 5: Weekly volume pattern Philips

figure 7: Daily volume pattern Philips
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For Philips the volume rapidly increases at the beginning of the morning and reaches a peak
around 11 :00. After the peak, the volume decreases and reaches a lower bound between 12:00
and 13:00. The next intervals show a relatively smooth increase in volume reaching roughly
the same volume as the peak volume at 11:00. At the end ofthe afternoon, around 17:00, the
volume rapidly decreases until the early evening is reached. At this time, the volume
stagnates for two hours and further decreases at the end of the day. Except for the Saturday,
which shows no clear peaks, every day follows relatively the same pattern. Like Philips the
volume of HP increases rapidly at the beginning of the morning and reaches a peak around
11 :00. After the peak, the volume decreases and reaches a lower bound around 12:30. The
next intervals again show a rapid increase in volume reaching roughly the same volume as
the peak earlier around 15 :00. At 17:00 the lines are closed and the volume rapidly decreases.
The interval volume shows the same pattern for each day, except for the Friday afternoon.
The Friday afternoon decreases more rapidly as the other afternoons.

To check whether the gathered data for both Philips and HP follows a Poisson process, a
goodness-of-fit test is used (section 4.2.1). The fact that unique Poisson processes are fitted
per day per interval means that a lot of data is needed to perform adequate testing. Data was
gathered for three months. This means that roughly twelve arrival rate observations per day
interval combination are available, which is still relatively low. The number of classes used
per test is set equal to three. The width of each class is such that number of expected
observations is at least three. Low volume intervals will most likely show a high variation. To
overcome this issue, the morning intervals are aggregated as weIl as the afternoon intervals
(The sum of Poisson processes is again distributed as a Poisson process). This means that
there are two tests per day. The results ofthe tests are given in table 2 and table 3. The tables
show the day, day part, the chi-square measure, the degrees of freedom (dt), the P-value and
the number of observations. Ifthe P-value ofthe chi-square test is larger than or equal to 0,05
one can assume that there is no strong evidence to reject the assumption that the data comes
from the proposed distribution. For Philips most tests show that there is no strong evidence to
reject the hypothesis that the arrival process can not be modelled by a Poisson process. Only
the Monday morning (P<0,05) shows a significant deviation from a Poisson process. For HP
all tests show that the arrival process can be modelled by a Poisson process. The fact that the
Monday morning shows a deviation is not striking. Projects are closed on Sundays, which
means that some volume is transferred from Sunday to Monday.

Day Daypart ehi-square df P-value Observations
Mon mornmg 4,237858631 1 0,039532002 11

afternoon 2,165170276 1 0,141169031 11
Tue morning 1,907450946 1 0,167246743 12

afternoon 1,980494619 1 0,159338372 12
Wed morning 0,657328742 1 0,417504585 12

afternoon 2,268672125 1 0,132013021 12
Thu mornmg 0,669492367 1 0,413228648 12

afternoon 2,304994956 1 0,128958744 12
Fri mornmg 0,612413096 1 0,433880681 12

afternoon 0,550203884 1 0,458234403 12
Sat morning 0,175320804 1 0,675425695 12

afternoon 0,74458668 1 0,388195552 12
table 2: Philips goodness-of-jit tests arrival process
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table 3: HP goodness-of-fit tests arrival process

Little' s law:
A. E[W] = E[Q]

Combining both relation leads to:
P{Ab} =(). E[W]

Balancing relation (both represent the stream of abandoning customers):
A' P{Ab} = (). E[Q]
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= arrival rate
= expected waiting time

= expected queue length
= abandonment rate
= abandonment probability

Day Day part Chi-square df P-value Observations
Mon morning 3,778616708 1 0,051911572 15

afternoon 2,077750515 1 0,149460362 15
Tue mornmg 0,31478825 1 0,574756683 17

afternoon 1,762681924 1 0,18429042 17
Wed morning 3,695549237 1 0,054557824 17

afternoon 1,753853523 1 0,185393099 16
Thu morning 1,463587375 1 0,226360305 15

afternoon 3,399636849 1 0,065210789 15
Fri mornmg 1,796280681 1 0,180162887 17

afternoon 1,882679145 1 0,17003002 17

Where
A
E[W]

E[Q]
()

P{Ab}

5.2 Abandonment process
The system analyzed is subject to impatience. Callers who have waited for aspecific amount
of time leave the queue. This abandonment process is stochastic and is generally known to
have two peaks (Gans et al. 2003). The first peak is usually at the beginning of the queuing
process. These abandonments represent callers who have miss-dialed and the callers who are
not willing to wait at all. The second peak is represented by main stream callers who have
passed their patience limit. There is one issue which makes it hard to quantitatively estimate
the abandonment process. Data is only available for callers who abandoned the system. There
is no 'abandonment' data available for the callers who got served. This means that the data
available has a bias toward the more impatient customers. Methods are available to analyze
this censored data (Kaplan-Meier). These methods however require data for each call. The
data available is aggregated to intervals, as was mentioned in the methods section which
makes it impossible to perform these tests. An alternative way to model the abandonment
process is presented in Zeltyn and Mandelbaum (2007a). The customer's patience is assumed
to be exponentially distributed. Given that the arrival process is Poisson and that the service
time is exponentially distributed, a linear relation is derived between the abandonment rate,
the average waiting time and patience using Little's law. The relation is given below.
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Within this research, the abandonment process is also assumed to be Poisson and estimated
using the long-term average waiting time and abandonment data. The estimated patience
together with the long-term average waiting time and abandonment probability are given in
table 4. For HP one figure was used because the patience of customers is stabie between
product teams. For Philips a differentiation was made for Dutch, Flemish and French
customers because their patience differed.

Average Waiting Probability To Average Time To
Time Abandon Abandon

Philips Dutch 35 0.044 802.75
Philips Flemish 28 0.063 444.44
Philips French 53 0.135 392.01
HP 18 0.072 250

table 4: Abandonmentjigures

5.3 The Auxiliary process
The graphical illustration used to present the process flow of both Philips and HP shows a
state called other activities (a.k.a. auxiliary). This state represents all activities in which the
agent is not available to handle inbound calls. Examples of this state are breaks, training, e
mail, etc. Within this research no differentiation is made between the different types of other
activities. Because the focus is on service level only, it does not matter whether the agent is
on lunch break or handling e-mail. The only thing being important is the fact that the agent is
not able to handle inbound calls, which negatively affects the service level. The data available
for the auxiliary is as follows. For each interval the data shows how long each agent has spent
in aspecific auxiliary state. This means that information is available about the percentage of
agents being in an auxiliary state for each interval. Also, the total auxiliary duration of each
agent can be extracted per interval. Note that the data only shows the total auxiliary duration
for each agent-interval combination. This .means that an auxiliary duration of 10 minutes
could represent 1 auxiliary entry of 10 minutes but also 10 auxiliary entries of 1 minute.

In figure 9, a frequency diagram is given showing the auxiliary entries together with their
durations for an average interval.

Auxiliary Durations

1500
r:r
I!!
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1000

500

Duratlon Auxlllary Entry (s)

jigure 9: Auxiliary durationfor an average interval
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For each interval roughly 90 percent of the agents enter the auxiliary state at least once. The
large peak at the end shows the agents who have been in the auxiliary for the complete
interval. Length classes show a mass focus on the lower lengths with a large tail cut at the
intervals ending, like a truncated exponential distribution.

The auxiliary process could be modelled in several ways. For the MIM/N+M model the
number of agents is simply proportionally adjusted. The total auxiliary time is divided by the
total staffing time. For Philips the auxiliary time represented 50% of the staffing time. The
number of agents for Philips was therefore multiplied by 0,5. For HP the auxiliary time
represented 30% of the staffing time. The number of agents for HP was therefore multiplied
0,7.

For the simulation model the auxiliary process is modelled as follows. For each interval an
agent enters the auxiliary with a probability p. Given that an agent enters the auxiliary, the
auxiliary length will cover the complete interval with a probability q. The auxiliary length
will be modelled by a truncated exponential distribution with parameter L with probability I
q. If the exponential is larger than 1800, a length of 1800 will be taken. Given that an
auxiliary length is smaller than the interval, the start of the auxiliary is determined by a
uniform distribution such that the auxiliary length still remains in the interval. The parameters
for the auxiliary length are fitted such that the expected auxiliary length is equal to the
auxiliary length in the historical data. The expected auxiliary length for an agent in an
interval equals:

[

1800 00 J
E[AUX] = p(l-q) JxLe-Lxdx+ J1800Le-Lx dx + pq1800

o 1800

For each day-interval combination, unique auxiliary parameters are fitted. These are: the
probability that an agent enters the auxiliary, the probability that the auxiliary duration will
cover the complete interval and the expected auxiliary length given that an agent enters the
auxiliary for a duration which does not cover the complete interval. In section 12.1.3 an
auxiliary interval is validated and compared to real life data for both Philips and HP.
Auxiliary will have a non pre-emptive priority over the answering of calls. This means that if
an agent can answer a call or go into auxiliary, the agent will always go into auxiliary. If an
agent is handling a call an auxiliary period will not interrupt the call. As soon as the agent has
answered the call, he/she will then go into auxiliary.

Note that the choice of modelling is just one way of modelling this process. Several other
methods could be used as weIl. With regard to mathematical models one could model the
auxiliary as a Poisson process. One could then use the M/G/N NPP queue as model in which
auxiliary has the highest priority and agents have to "process" calls and auxiliary packages.
With regard to the simulation model one could also use a combination of a conditional
exponential distribution with probability q and a deterministic value with probability (l-q).
The expected auxiliary duration would then equal:

[

1800 /, J
E[AUX] = p(l- q) IXLe-Lx dx/1- e-L1800 + pq1800
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1 4 5 17 85
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5.4 The service process
In the literature section, the MIM/N+M queuing model was discussed. This model assumes
one exponential service process independent of the skills. Although this assumptions leads to
nice formulas, it is highly unlikely that the service process fits an exponential distribution due
to inter-skill differences. For both Philips and HP, goodness-of-fit tests for an exponential
service process were highly significant, meaning that the service process can not be modelled
by one exponential distribution for each project. To check the impact of assuming one
exponential distribution a quick estimate is made from the coefficient of variation of the
service processes of both Philips and HP. For Philips the coefficient of variation is roughly
0.9. Note that for an exponential distribution this would have been one. Results of the
mathematical model assuming an exponential service process will therefore be slightly more
negative. For HP the coefficient of variation is roughly 1.3. Results of the mathematical
model assuming an exponential service process will therefore be slight more positive.

The simulation model is discussed in detail in section 12.1. Here it is assumed that each skill
has an exponentially distributed service time. To test this assumption goodness-of-fits tests
were used. A problem with the data about the handling times is that it is aggregated to thirty
minute intervals. This means that directly testing for an exponential distribution is impossible
because individual handling times are not known. Because intervals not only consist out of
handling time but also idle time, testing for a Poisson distribution is also not possible.
Goodness-of-fit test were performed as follows. The distribution of the sum of k
exponentially distributed times is Erlang(k). Intervals are therefore aggregated such that the
total volume within this set of intervals is equal to k calls. Because the average handling time
for each interval is known, the total handling time can also be calculated. Each set then
represents an observation of the total handling time for k calls. This aggregation is visually
demonstrated in figure 10.

Because this form of testing requires a lot of time, skills were inc1uded for validation until at
least 80% of the total volume was covered. Deviations for the low volume skills will only
have a minor impact. The results for Philips are given in table 5 and the results for HP in
table 6. The tables show the skill, the Chi-square measure, the degrees of freedom (df), the P
value, the number of observations and the fitted Erlang(k) distribution. If the P-value of the
chi-square test is larger than or equal to 0,05 one can assume that there is no strong evidence
to reject the assumption that the data comes from the proposed distribution.

table 5: PhzlipS goodness-offit tests service process

Skill Chi-square df P-value Observations Erlang(k)
PH NL FLAT TV ALG 5,72 6 0,456 109 10
269 9,11 6 0,168 93 7
NL CROSS SK PAID 4,57 6 0,600 112 6
NL TCOM SK PAID 4,54 6 0,604 65 6
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table 6: HP goodness-of-fit tests service process

5.5 Staff
The agent pool of Philips is given in figure 11.

For HP, most skills can be modelled by an Erlang k distribution (69%; P>0.05)). Vio1ations
main1y happen in the lower volume skills with a relative1y low hand1ing time.
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The tota1 hand1ing time for the four skills checked for Philips can all be modelled by an
Erlang(k) distribution (P>0.05).

Skill Chi-square df P-va1ue Observations Erlang(k)
CCR NL 7,10 6 0,312 99 18
NL Laptop BTT 3,14 6 0,791 112 14
Desktop NL BTT 9,97 6 0,126 109 11
NL PRT1 BTT 6,45 6 0,375 124 8
Monochrome Lj BTT 11,34 6 0,078 105 8
BE Laptop BTT 10,34 6 0,111 143 7
NLHandBTT 2,73 6 0,841 98 7
HP C5 9CNL 15,62 6 0,016 94 6
BE FR Laptop BTT 4,55 6 0,603 88 5
BENL status update 33,74 6 0,000 151 5
CCR BE 9,37 6 0,154 126 5
NL DSJ BTT 13,89 6 0,031 70 5
Desktop BEIJ\fL BTT 15,33 6 0,018 144 4
Bel NL Prt2 BTT 10,94 6 0,090 171 3
BEFR status update 36,62 6 0,000 110 4
BENL PRTI BTT 11,84 6 0,066 129 3
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The rows on the left side represent agents. The columns represent skills. A blue square
indicates that an agent has the skill concerned. The agent pool of Philips is relatively cross
trained already. All agents having a Dutch skill, have almost all the Dutch skills. The same
goes for Flemish and French skills. There are roughly 14 agents dedicated to the Dutch skills,
6 agents dedicated to the Dutch and Flemish skills, 4 agents dedicated to the Flemish and
French skills, 1 agent dedicated to the French skills and 1 agent fully cross trained.

The agent pool of HP is given on the next page in figure 12. The rows again represent the
agents. The number of agents for HP is equal to 90. The columns represent the product
categories with their skills. The number of product categories is equal to 14. The category 4X
is specialized and has roughly Sagents being relatively cross trained. The next category is
CS. This category has about Sagents being relatively cross trained as weIl. The category next
to CS is CCR. This manual IVR has approximately 6 cross trained agents. The next category,
CE ASSIST, has the least number of agents namely 2. It only has one skill. The following
category is COLOR. Note that almost every agent within COLOR also has a lot of skills
within JD and MONO. COLOR, JD, and MONO are therefore treated as one within the
mathematical model. The three categories have roughly 22 agents being moderately cross
trained. The next category is CSR which is very small and has one skill just like CE ASSIST.
Almost all agents having the CSR skill also have the Mission Critical skill. CSR and Mission
Critical are therefore also treated together in the mathematical model. The number of agents
for these two categories is approximately 4. A relatively large category is DESKTOP having
about 14 agents, being cross-trained for the most part. The categories DSJ and PL30HV also
are categories for which agents have skills in both. They make up a total of roughly S agents.
The next category, Magma, is also very small with regard to the number of agents and skills.
It has 3 agents. The last category is MOBILE which is the largest. It has 24 agents with a
large degree of cross training.
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jigure 13: Philips service level

jigure 14: HP service level
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6 Analysis and results

For HP, 74 days were considered to analyse the service level, gathered in the period Feb
May. The red line indicates the target of 95%. The straight blue line indicates the average
weighted service level which is equal to 93,88%. The last line indicates the actual service
level for that specific day. A total of 49 days had a service level higher than or equal to 95%,
which means that in most days (66,22%) the service level target was met. The weighted
average was lower than the target service level. More important however is the fact that the

For Philips, 71 days were considered to analyse the service level. These were gathered in the
period Jan-March. The red line indicates the target of 80%. The straight blue line indicates
the average weighted service level which is equal to 76,13%. The last line indicates the actual
service level for that specific day. A total of 23 days had a service level higher than or equal
to 80%, which means that in most days (67,6%) the service level target was not met. The
weighted average is also lower than the target service level. Note that the first 34 days show
an increasing trend in the service level while the last 37 days show a decreasing trend in
service level.

6.1 Problem Validation
To validate the problem statements given in section 3.2, daily service levels have been
gathered from the historical data. The service level pattem for Philips is given in figure 13
and the service level pattem for HP is given in figure 14.
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service level fluctuated a lot during February but stabilized during the last months. In these
last months the average increased to 96% and the target has been met on a regular basiss.

For Philips the service level really is a problem. 68% of the days did not reach the targeted
service level. The decreasing trend in the service level towards the last months is a point of
concern. For HP the service level is not considered as a problem at this point in time.
Although roughly 33% of the days did not meet the targeted service level, it is no real threat
because these days are located in February and March. April and May show a stabie pattern
in which the service level is being met on a regular basis.

6.2 Root cause analysis
To check which of the identified factor in the Ishikawa diagram explained most of the
variance in the service level, a multiple linear regression analysis was performed. Recall from
the methods section that the dependent variabie is described by the independent variables in
the form of a linear relation. The method of least squares is used to estimate the regression
coefficients in the multiple linear regression model. Empirical as weIl as mathematical
relations show that the general relation between the service level and the number of agents or
the occupancy is not linear. The used data however is gathered on a narrow range in which
linear relations are possible. Scatter plots were used to validate the linear relations. Because
the regression model will only be used for explaining variances in the service level and not
predicting service levels, it is weIl suited to do the job.

Each table representing the results of a regression analyses is structured as follows. Each
column with values represents aregression analysis. The first five rows indicate general
regression results. The R2 represents the explained variance. It shows what percentage of the
variation in the service level can be explained by the independent factors. Values of at least
0.20 are considered to be good. The R2

adj is a slightly modified version of the R2 that corrects
for error due a low sample size or a high number of predictors, The PANOVA shows if the
model itself is significant. This value should be smaller than 0.05. The remaining rows give
results for each of the independent factors. For each factor the influence size (Beta) and the
significance level (sig.) is given. Higher Beta values indicate more influence. If the
significance value of a factor is smaller than 0.05 it can be concluded that the factor has a
statistically validated influence on the service level. A detailed overview on regression
analysis can be found in Montgomery and Runger (pp. 410 - 466,2003)

For Philips a regression analysis was performed for each language group to be able to
identify inter team differences. For HP aregression analysis was performed for each product
team for the same reason. Only the higher volume product teams were included. The ACD
and ACW factor were aggregated to AHT. The factor Downtime was ignored because data
was not available.

The results for the regression analysis for Philips are given in table 7.

Dutch Flemish French
N 323 84 84
R .484 .473 .578
RL .234 .224 .334

....~~~~j .......... .214 .153 .282
PANOVA .000 .001 .000
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table 8: RegressIOn analysis HP
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The results for the regression analysis for HP are given in table 8.

Based on the regression analysis it can be concluded that the most variation in the service
level is caused by the manageable factors "Average positions staffed" and "Percentage on
skill". Managing these factors will cause the greatest increase in service level.

n.s.
n.s.

Beta (sig.)

~·?}?(OQQ) .
............}?6{:QO'(j)

:(j?+{:QQD
..~:2?I(Q(jn

~}??{QIQ)

. ... ..~·(jo.~tQQQ)

Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.)

CaU Volume ..............................................~&~~(:QO'0) ..~:~?Q(Q~~)
!\y~~~g~p~~i~i()l1s~t.~!!~4.·~(j~(Q9O')}?}(Ql?)

Jl~~(:~!.1.~~g~..gl1~~ill.~I~(:O'O'O'L:(j~~(O'I~)
!\~;li;i!i..~IY.p~r(;~I1~~g~~:?~5(QO'Q).~:~?Q(:QQ~)

!\y~~~g~.h~4Jil1gt.!~~~:~~I(O'O'QL~}??{O'!?)

Aftemoon Peak . }?(j(:QQ?) ..................................~}~?(:O'~(j)
M()~!l1g.Jl~~ -.213 (.011) n.s.
VariationVolumë~.i64(Ö47y .329 (.007)

table 7: Regression analysis Philips

Each regression model for Philips is significant (PANOVA<0,05). The explained variance is
22,4 percent for the Flemish skills, 23,3 percent for the Dutch skills and 33,4 percent for the
French skills. The most influencing variables, affecting the service level were caU volume,
average positions staffed and percentage on skill. This result clearly indicates the importance
of staffing and principles to be able to handle the high caU volume within the service level
constraint. Auxiliary and the average handling time also had a relative high contribution to
the variation in the service level. Note that auxiliary time consists out of both productive and
non productive time. This however does not mean that auxiliary can not be managed. Lunch
breaks and other productivities should be planned in intervals in which expected caU volumes
are low. The factors related to peaks and volume variation where Iess or not significant. They
did not have much influence on the service level and in some cases had the opposite effect as
proposed. Peaks could positively contribute to the service when there simply is enough staff
at the peak moment.

Mobile CCR Desktop Color Mono C5 DSJ 4X
N 470 430 282 117 116 170 239 85
R .514 .617 .636 .412 .523 .565 .392 .654
R:2 .264 .380 .404 .170 .274 .320 .154 .427

~~~~;
....................... ...................... .

.258 .373 .393 .132 .241 .312 .139 .391...................................................
PANOVA .000 .000 .000 .001 .000 .000 .000 .000

Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.) Beta (sig.)
CaU

-.689 (.000) -.503 (.005) -.575 (.000) -.466 (.010) -.338 (.051) -.191 (.061)
Volume

n.s. n.s.

Average
positions .953 (.000) .561 (.000) .903 (.000) .209 (.040) .604 (.000) .580 (.000) .401 (.000) .767 (.000)
staffed
Percentage

.779 (.000) .522 (.002) .666 (.000) .610 (.000) .366 (.026) n.s. .164 (.015) .458 (.000)
on skill ............... ......................................... . ....................................................... ....................................
Auxiliary

n.s. -.407 (.000) n.s. -.253 (.012) -.218 (.030) -.183 (.006) -.207 (.001) -.254 (.042)
....p~r(;~l1t~g~ .......
Average
handling -.229 (.000) -.110 (.006) -.098 (.052) -.365 (.001) -.170 (.063) n.s. D.S. -.441 (.000)
time ...................... .............................................. ................ ......................................... ................ ..................................
Aftemoon

.202 (.003)Peak n.s. n.s. D.S. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.

Moming
n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.Peak

Variation
.180 (.019)

Volume
n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s. n.s.
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Each regression model for HP is significant (PANOVA<0,05). The explained variances for the
teams range from 15.4 to 42.7 percent. The most influencing variables, affecting the service
level were caU volume, average positions staffed and percentage on skill. This result again
indicates the importance of staffing and routing principles to be able to handle the high caU
volume within the service level constraint. Auxiliary and the average handling time also had
a relative high contribution to the variation in the service level. The factors related to peaks
and volume variation were less or not significant. They did not have much influence on the
service level and in some cases had the opposite effect as proposed. Note that peaks could
positively contribute to the service level when there simply is enough staff at the peak
moment.

Based on the regression analysis it can again be conc1uded that the most variation in the
service level is caused by the manageable factors "Average positions staffed" and
"Percentage on skill". Managing these factors will cause the greatest increase in service level.

6.3 Results Mathematical Model
The previous paragraph showed that the most variation in the service level was caused by
staffing level and percentage of time spent on skill. To check whether the staffing level in
general is high enough to reach the service level, the "Erlang A" model is used. For each
language a model is made with regard to Philips. For HP a total of9 models were made based
on product categories. Some product categories are thus grouped together, such as discussed
in the Staff section in the previous chapter. The product category Magma was exc1uded
because there was no registered volume. Note that the "Erlang A" model assumes that agents
are equal (i.e. cross-trained). It therefore gives an estimated service level which is higher than
the real life situation. It was indicated that the arrival rate changes during the day. The
mathematical model however assumes a constant arrival rate. To cope with this issue, one
could make a model for each interval. Within this research another approach was chosen. The
model parameters are taken such that they represent a busy interval. During a busy interval,
arrival rates do not vary significantly and the number of agents is relatively constant. For
Philips these are the intervals 09:00 - 12:00 and 13:30 - 17:00. For HP these are the intervals
09:00 - 12:00 and13:30 - 17:00. Note that the lower interval volumes have less impact on the
daily service level because their volume is low (+/- 10% ofthe daily). Let the service level in
the calm intervals be 20% higher or lower which represents an extreme situation. This would
only mean a change of2% in the general service level. Focussing on the busy intervals would
therefore give a good approximation ofthe daily service level.

Note that the number of available agents is both influenced by auxiliary times and number of
agents staffed. The number of agents is therefore proportionaUy decreased by the auxiliary
percentage as was discussed in section 5.3. For Philips the staff was adjusted by multiplying
the number of staffed agents by 0,5. The staff of HP was adjusted by multiplying the number
of agents by 0,7. An altemative method to adjust the model for auxiliary is the adjustment of
the occupation by lowering the arrival rate or increasing the service time. One has to be
careful though when applying this approach, because the impact on the service level does not
have to be the same.

For Philips, table 9 shows that the estimated general service level equals 79%, which is lower
than the target of 80%. Because agents are not fuUy cross-trained in reallife, the service level
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table 9: Results mathematIcal model Phllips
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table 11: Results simulation model Philips and HP

For HP, table 10 shows that the estimated general service level equals 96%, which is higher
than the target of 95%. Because agents are not fully cross-trained in reallife, the service level
will be lower than 96%. Note that these figures are based including data from February and
March. Since the volume has decreased during the last months, the service level is therefore
higher than the calculated 96% at this point in time. The mathematical suggests that it is
possible to reach the service level with the current number of agents.

will be lower than 79%. Based on the "Erlang A" model one can conclude that the number of
available agents is to low to reach the target service level.

table 10: Results mathematIcal model HP

6.4 Results Simulation Model
To validate if service levels for both Philips and HP can generally be reached given the
current system parameters, simulation models were ran in addition to the mathematical
models discussed earlier. A detailed description of the simulation model as weIl as the
assumptions can be found in section 12.1.1. The resuIts for Philips and HP are given in table
11. Because the simulation model is able to use one model and does not need a model per
language or product type, and the interest is in the general service level, only the weighted
service level is given. For Philips one can see that the simulated service level (76,34%) is
lower than the target service level (80%) and the service level of the mathematical model
(79%). The simulation analysis thus shows that it is highly unlikely that the targeted service
level for Philips will be reached on a regular basis. For HP the simulated service level
equalled 93,31 % which is lower than the target of 95% and the service level of the
mathematical model of 96%. Exclusion of the months February and March made the
simulated service level rise to 95%. The simulation analysis shows that at this point in time, it
is possible for HP to reach the service level on a regular basis.

Product Category Estimated Service level
4X 98%
CS 9S%
CCR 98%
CE ASSIST 98%
Mission Critical

99%CSR
DESKTOP 97%
MOBILE 93%
COLOR
MONO 94%
JD
DSJ 93%
PL30HV
Weighted SL 96%

Project Weighted Service level
Philips 76,34%
HP (ind Feb+March) 93,3I%
HP (excl Feb+March) 9S,I I%

Language Estimated Service level
Dutch 79%
Flemish 88%
French 62%
Wei2hted SL 79% ..
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6.5 Conclusion
The proposed service level problems for Philips and HP were validated in this chapter. For
Philips the service level reaUy is a problem. The decreasing trend in the service level towards
the last months is a point of concern. For HP the service level, only caused troubles in
February and March but shows good results at this point in time.

To investigate what factors caused the most variation in the service level, regression analysis
was performed for both Philips and HP. For Philips and HP the most variation in the service
level is caused by the manageable factors "Average positions staffed" and "Percentage on
skill". Managing these factors will cause the greatest increase in service level.

To check whether the staffing level in general is high enough to reach the service level, the
Erlang A model as weU as a simulation model was used to estimate the service level for both
projects. For Philips both the mathematical and simulation model concluded that it is highly
unlikely that the targeted service level will be reached with the given system parameters. For
HP, the mathematical model showed that the service level can be reached given the current
number of agents. The simulation model shows that it is hard to reach the service level given
the system parameters including February and March. By excluding February and March the
simulation model showed that the targeted service level can be reached.
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7 Redesign

7.1 Alternatives
The previous chapter showed that the manageable factors "Average positions staffed" and
"Percentage on skill" caused most of the variation in the service level. The questions to ask
are therefore how many agents are needed and how should the agents available time be spent
on skills (i.e. how to route/prioritize calls) in order to improve or optimize the service level.
In the literature section several methodologies were discussed used to optimize multi skilled
call centre performance measures. Within this research the focus will be on optimization via
alternative routing strategies and skill assignments. The decision was made for two reasons.
First, the literature concemed with call centres is focussed on the determination of staffing
levels while the routing and skill assignment issue has had less attention. Second, the labour
market for call centre agents is considered to be tight, which means that is simply hard to
recruit new agents. The number of current agents will be kept constant. Some routing and
scheduling methodologies will be adoptedfrom the literature section and slightly adjusted.
Also specific routing algorithms will be developed, focussing on the optimization of the
service level.

The alternative routing and skill assignment methodologies together with their expected
effect on the service level will be visualized on a three dimensional cube given in figure 15.

r~----I-----------."k!'

Starr

~.~*. eau 5electlon

figure 15: three-dimensional cube

The first dimension is called 'staff'. This dimension is concemed with the skill assignments
to the agents. The skill assignment methods will be ordered by their expected effect on the
service level. Skill assignment methods with the lowest expected service level will be placed
at the bottom, while skill assignment methods with the highest expected service level will be
placed at the top. The second dimension is called 'Call selection' . This dimension gives
methods used to select one call out of many when there is only one agent available to answer
them. The call selection methods with the lowest expected positive effect on the service level
will be placed on the left while the call selection methods with the highest expected positive
effect will be placed on the right. The third and last dimension is concemed with 'Agent
Selection' methods. Given that there is one call available to answer, which agent out of many
should be selected to answer the call. The agent selection methods with the lowest expected
positive effect on the service level will be placed at the back while the agent selection
methods with the highest expected positive effect will be placed at the front.
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The next sub sections of this chapter explain possible alternatives for staff, call selection and
agent selection. For each dimension, a detailed description of each alternative is given.
Theoretical background and the expected effect on the service level are explained.

7.1.1 Staff
With regard to staff an almost infinite nurriber of skill assignments is possible. The interest
however is in the maximization of the service level. The more flexible the staff, the higher the
availability per skill, the higher the service level can be. Although a little flexibility in staff,
already causes the most increase in service level, the service level will be highest when the
staffis completely cross-trained (Chevalier et al., 2004). The alternative configuration chosen
is therefore as cross-trained as practically possible, indicated by "fully cross-trained". The
configurations are described in detail below.

Partially Cross-Trained
The partially cross-trained staff is based on the current staffing configuration for both HP and
Philips. The staffing configurations are therefore the same as the ones presented in figure 11
and figure 12. The partially cross-trained staff is the base to which other staff configuration
will be compared.

Fully Cross-Trained
The fully cross-trained scenario for Philips assumes that an agent having at least one skill for
a language is also capable of doing all other skills for that language. The fully cross-trained
scenario for HP assumes that an agents having at least one skill for a product team, is also
capable of doing all other skills for that product team. The service level in the fully cross
trained scenarios is expected to be higher than the service level in the partially cross-trained
scenario. Note that fully cross-trained in this case does not mean that an agent has all possible
skills.

7.1.2 Cal! Selection Methods

Most literature is focussed on call selection. More generally, how should jobs be scheduled
such that certain performance measures are reached. This more general description refers to
production situations where the scheduling issue has been given a lot of attention (Bertrand et
al., 1998, Wallace and Van Oyen, 2004). The scheduling issue can be applied in the
following situations: single machine situation, multi machine situation, single stage
production and multi stage production. The call process modelled can be considered as a
multi machine, single stage production process. In Bertrand et al. (1998) the FIFO, SPT,
UFO and EDD are discussed in detail for these situations. FIFO (Firt-In-First-Out) was
inc1uded as a scenario because most research assume a call selection on a FIFO principle.
Effects from call selection principles with the highest positive effect on the service level can
then be compared to the most widely used call selection principle (FIFO). SPT (Shortest
Processing-Time) was inc1uded because it is known to minimize the overall waiting time and
therefore maximize the service level. In case of an overloaded system, UFO (Last-In-First
Out) could be very beneficial for the service level, because the calls that arrived last could be
the only ones still within service level threshold. The EDD (Earliest-Due-Date), prioritizes
jobs that have the earliest due date. This method is adopted and slightly adjusted. In this
research calls with the least slack (threshold - current waiting) are prioritized (LSF-T). This
prioritization is however bounded. Note that the scheduling principles discussed are just a sub
set. The ones chosen are favoured because of their simplicity and ease of possible
implementation. The tested call selection principles are summarized below.
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Non pre-emptive O\fPP)
The non pre-emptive method is based on fixed priority levels for each call and is the same as
the current call selection used for both Philips and HP. The call having the highest priority is
selected. If there are more calls having the same priority, the call that has waited the longest
will be selected. Calls that are in service are not interrupted by calls having a higher priority.
The NPP selection is the base to which other call selection principles will be compared.

FIFO (First-In-First-Out)
The FIFO method simply selects the call that entered the system first. The overall service
level is expected to be roughly the same as the service level in the NPP.

SPT (Shorted Processing Time)
The SPT mIe gives the highest priority to calls having the lowest service time. If calls are
ordered by their service time in a monotonie non-decreasing row, the average throughout
time as well as the average waiting time will be minimized. Note however that it is
impossible to know the service times of calls up front. What is known though is that the
service times of skills differ. The highest priority is therefore given to that skill that has the
lowest mean service time. Although the SPT effect can only be applied between skills, it
effect could still be significant. In Bertrand et al. (1998) a case is discussed in which jobs are
split in a low and a high priority class based on their service time. This rough mIe already led
to astrong reduction in the average waiting time. The service level using the SPT selection is
expected to be higher than the service level using the FIFO selection.

UFO (Last-In-First-Out)
The UFO method simply selects the call that entered the system last. The effect of the UFO
selection will be strongly moderated by the systems utilization. In case of high system
utilization, a lot of calls will not be answered within the service level threshold. By selecting
the call that has entered the system the last, significant improvements in service level could
be made compared to other the other selection mIes. The effect of UFO selection is expected
to decrease as system utilization gets lower. The effect of the UFO selection mIe on the
service level is expected to be more positive than the SPT selection mIe.

LSF-T (Least Slack First, bounded by Threshold)
The least slack first method, orders calls in a monotonie non-decreasing row based on the
difference between the service level threshold and the current waiting time. Note that this
difference can be negative for calls that have passed their service level threshold. The
selection mIe has a threshold T which gives the maximum allowed waiting time before a call
has to be answered. The call having the smallest positive difference (slaek) is given the
highest priority, unless there are calls that have waited longer than T. In this case the call that
has waited the longest and has a waiting time longer than T will be selected. The LSF-T with
T equal to infinity is expected to have the most positive effect on the service level. As T
decreases, the positive effect on the service level will of course decrease.

7.1.3 Agent Selection methods

The generally known method with regard to the capacity selection that maximizes the overall
agent availability and the service level is aselection that chooses Iess flexible agents over
more flexible agents (Chevalier et al., 2004 Wallace and Van Oyen, 2004, Van der Aalst and
Van Hee, 2002). The question however is what this 'flexibility' exactly means. One way of
interpreting flexibility is the number of skills an agent can handle. By preserving the agent
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with more skills, the overall skill availability is maximized. However, this does not have to
maximize the probability that an agent can handle the next call. This is influenced by the
volume differentiation. Therefore two alternative agent selection methods are tested. The first
chooses the agent with the lowest number of skills while the other chooses the agent that has
the smallest probability to answer the next call. The alternatives are described below.

ASP (Agent with Smallest Probability)
The previous agent selection mIe might increase the service level but ignores an important
factor: the volume differentiation between skills. Although the preservation of the agents with
more skills maximizes the overall skill availability, it does not have to maximize the
probability that the next call can be answered. If there is one skill making up 99,9% of the
volume it might be smart to preserve the agent having that skill. The ASP mIe therefore
selects that agent, having the smallest probability to be able to answer the next call. This
probability is equal to the sum of the volume percentages of each of the skill an agent has.
The ASP mIe is expected to have a higher positive influence on the service level than the
LFA mIe.

LFA (Least Flexible Agent)
The least flexible agent mIe selects the agent with the lowest number of skills and is used a
lot as agent selection mIe. By preserving the agent with more skills, the overall skill
availability is maximized. The service level is expected to be higher than the service level of
the base model.
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Priority + LIAR (Longest-Idle-Agent-Routing)
The agent having the highest priority for the call is selected. If there are more agents having
the highest priority, the longest idle agent routing policy selects the agent who has been idle
the longest. This agent selection mIe is the base to which other agent selection principles will
be compared

7.1.4 Visualization redesign alternatives

The three dimensional cube presented earlier filled with the discussed staff configurations,
call selection methods and agent selection methods is given in figure 16.
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With regard to HP the caU selection principles SPT, UFO and LSF-inf aU significantly
improved the service level. UFO improved the service level by 0,44%, LSF-inf by 1,15%
and SPT by 1,5%. In contrast the Philips, SPI improved the service level for HP
significantly. Analysis shows that the average handling times of HP differ much more than
the average handling times of Philips. Ihe largest skill representing 16% of the volume, has a
average handling time of 67 while the second largest skill (14% of total volume) has an

Model Staff Cal! Agent Service Abandonment ASA (s) SL-impr?
Selection Selection level rate

PH-O Partially CT NPP Priority+LIAR 76,34% 6,0% 31,9 -
PH-l Partially CT FIFO Priority+LIAR 77,09% 5,8% 31,2 Pos**
PH-2 Partial!y CT SPT Priority+LIAR 76,37% 6,2% 31,5 n.s.
PH-3 Partial!y CT LIFO Priority+LIAR 79,5% 6,0% 27,9 Pos**
PH-4 Partially CT LSF-inf Prioritv+LIAR 79,9% 5,9% 30,4 Pos**
PH-5 Partially CT NPP LFA 76,9% 5,9% 30,9 Pos**
PH-6 Partially CT NPP ASP 77,2% 6,1% 30,3 Pos**
PH-7 Fully CT NPP Priority+LIAR 80,7% 4,9% 24,9 Pos**
PH-8 Fully CT LSF-inf ASP 83,72% 4,8% 24,1 Pos**

7.2 Results alternatives
This section will present the results of the alternatives presented in the previous section. Each
configuration consists out of a staff setting, an agent selection setting and a caU selection
setting. The combinations of alternatives with regard to staff, caU selection and agent
selection are as foUows. The 0 model is based on the partiaUy cross-trained staff, the NPP caU
selection and the Priority+UAR agent selection. It represents the current situation for both
Philips and HP. For scenario's 1 thru 7, every alternative with regard to staff, caU selection
and agent selection is tested keeping aU other dimensions equal to the O-model. The last
scenario's combines the agent selection mIe, the caU selection mIe and the staff rule that
indicated the largest increase in service level. In table 12 and table 13 an overview of the
tested configurations together with the simulated service level, abandonment rate and average
speed of answer is given. The last column indicates whether an alternative is significantly
better/worse than the 0 model with regard to the service level. For HP, data of Febmary and
March has been included.

*p<O, OS **p<O,01table 12: Results alternatives Philips

With regard to Philips one can see that the caU selection principles FIFO, UFO, LSF-inf all
significantly improved the current service level (P<O,OI). Although significant, the absolute
improvement by the FIFO principle is low (0,75%), which was expected. The UFO and
LSF-inf principles improvements are much higher (3,16% for UFO and 3,56% for LSF-inf).
Note that the LSF-inf policy had the greatest improvement, as was proposed in the previous
section. One surprising result is the fact that the SPT principle did not significantly improve
the service level. Detailed analysis of the average handling shows however that four skills,
representing roughly 66% of the total volume have average handling times that do not differ
much (426, 398, 400 and 408), which in turn reduces the SPT effect. Looking at the
alternative agent selection principles one can see significant improvements for both the LFA
and ASP principle. The impact of these principles is however moderate/low. The LFA
principle improved the service level by 0,56% and the ASP principle improved the service
level with 0,85%. With regard to staffing, the greatest improvements can be made. By cross
training the current staff, the service level is expected to improve 4,4%. This improvement
means that the targeted service level is reached. T0 see the impact of choosing the best
principles with regard the caU selection, agent selection and staff, a run was made with the
LSF-inf, ASP and fuUy cross trained setting. The service level increased to 83,72%.
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Looking back at the three dimensional cube presented earlier, one can see that most
principles performed as they were expected to do. The positive influence of SPT is not as
trivial as proposed and is moderated by the volume differentiation for the skills with lower
handling times. The LFA principle could have a negative influence on the service level if
agents having a lot of skills, have those skills only representing a minor part of the total
volume.

Model Staff Call Agent Service Abandonment ASA (s) SL-impr?
Selection Selection level rate

HP-O Partially CT NPP Priority+UAR 93,31% 5,9% 10,0 -
HP-I Partially CT FIFO Priority+UAR 93,25% 6,0% 10,0 n.s.
HP-2 Partially CT SPT Priority+UAR 94,79% 4,6% 7,0 Pos**
HP-3 Partially CT UFO Priority+UAR 93,75% 6,0% 9,3 Pos**
HP-4 Partially CT LSF-inf Priority+LlAR 94,46% 6,0% 9,5 Pos**
HP-5 Partially CT NPP LFA 92,OS% 6,2% 10,6 Neg**
HP-6 Partially CT NPP ASP 94,39% 5,2% S,S3 Pos**
HP-7 Fully CT NPP Priority+LJAR 94,49% 4,6% 7,2 Pos**
HP-S Fully CT LSF-inf ASP 96,12% 4,2% 6,0 Pos**

average handling time of 582. These handling time differences can be seen throughout all the
skills, which positively influence the SPT effect. More surprising however is that fact that
SPT performed even better than the LSF rule. This means that skills with a lower average
handling times should be prioritized although they might have more slack with regard to their
service level threshold. Looking at the agent selection principles one can see that the LFA
principle negatively influenced the service level, in contrary to was proposed. The ASP rule
however did significantly improve the service level (1,08%). This reinforces the (trivial)
statement that was made in the previous section. It is not only the number of skills that count
but also the volume percentage a skill represents. The last dimension, staff, shows that by
cross-training, the service level can significantly be improved by 1,18%. To see the impact of
choosing the best principles with regard the call selection, agent selection and staff, a run was
made with the SPT, ASP and fully cross trained setting. To check if SPT was still optimal,
also a run was made using LSF-inf, ASP and fully cross trained. This time the LSF-inf, ASP
and fully cross-trained configuration outperformed all other configurations. The service level
improved to 96,12%. Although significant improvements for HP can be made, the absolute
effect is on1y moderate. This can be exp1ained by the fact that the HP project already has a
high service level with the current system parameters. It therefore is hard to achieve large
improvements.

*p<O,05 **p<O,OItable 13: Results alternatives HP
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8 Conclusion

8.1 Analysis
For both Philips and HP one did not know whether the daily target percentage of calls having
an average speed of answer which is smaller than or equal to some threshold is met on a
regular basis. In case of Philips this means 80% of the calls answered within 30 seconds and
for HP this means 95% ofthe calls answered within 120 or 30 seconds depending on the skill
types. Daily service levels have been gathered from the historical data. For Philips the service
level showed to be a true problem. 68% of the days did not reach the targeted service level.
The decreasing trend in the service level towards the last months is a point of concern. For
HP the service level is not considered as a problem at this point in time. Although roughly
33% ofthe days did not meet the targeted service level, it is no real threat because these days
are located in February and March. April and May show a stabie pattern in which the service
level is being met on a regular basiss.

To check whatcaused the service level to vary the most, aregression analysis was performed.
The factors call volume, morning peak volume, afternoon peak volume, call volume
variation, handling time, positions staffed, skill priority and auxiliary time were all related to
the service level within one model. Based on the regression analysis it can be concluded that
the most variation in the service level is caused by the manageable factors "Average positions
staffed" and "skill priority". Managing these factors should cause the greatest increase in
service level.

To check whether the staffing level in general is high enough to reach the service level, the
Erlang A model as well as a simulation model was used to estimate the service level for both
projects. For Philips both the mathematical and simulation model concluded that it is highly
unlikely that the targeted service level will be reached with the given system parameters. For
HP, the mathematical model showed that the service level can be reached given the current
number of agents. The simulation model showed that it is hard to reach the service level
given the system parameters including February and March. By excluding February and
March the simulation model showed that the targeted service level can be reached.

8.2 Redesign
The analysis concluded that the manageable factors "Average posItlOns staffed" and
"Percentage on skill" caused most ofthe variation in the service level. In the literature section
several methodologies were discussed used to optimize multi skilled call centre performance
measures. These methodologies mainly focus on the determination of staffing levels. Within
this research the focus was on optimization via alternative routing strategies and skill
assignments. The number of current agents was kept constant.

The redesign alternatives were classified using a three-dimensional cube. The first dimension
is called 'staff. This dimension is concerned with the skill assignments to the agents. The
second dimension is called 'Call selection' . This dimension gives methods used to select one
call out of many where there is only one agent available to answer them. The third and last
dimension is concerned with 'Agent Selection' methods. Given that there is one call available
to answer, what agent out of many should be selected to answer the call. With regard to staff
a partially cross-trained and a fully cross-trained agent pool were tested. With regard to call
section the principles NPP, FIFO, UFO, SPT and LSF-T were researched. For the agent
selection dimension the alternatives LFA and ASP were considered.
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For Philips the configuration LSF, ASP and fully cross trained improved the service level the
most. The service level increased from 76,34% to 83,72%.For HP the configuration LSF-inf,
ASP and fully cross trained improved the service level the most. The service level increased
from 93,31 % to 96,12% The improvements for Philips were greater than HP. This was not
surprising because the current service level for HP already was on a high level. One should
be aware of the moderating effect of the current performance on the influence of alternative
call selection, agent selection and staffing principles. If the current performance with regard
to service level is already high (say larger than 90%), improvements due to alternative
routing strategies will only be moderate/low.
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9 Recommendations and Generalization
This section translates the research results into concrete recommendations for Sitel. The
research approach used in this report is summarized and made applicable for other possible
projects.

9.1 Recommendations
The improvements in the service level within this research where caused by alternative
configurations in agent selection, caU selection and staff principles. The number of agents
however was kept constant. The improvement in service level varied from 2,8% for HP to
7,4% for Philips. If one is interested in radical improvements ofthe service level, alternative
caU selection, agent selection and staff principles are not adequate. Increasing the number of
agents will have far more effect. However, given the current tight market for caU centre
agents, the high attrition rate of caU centre agents, and the ease of implementation of some
alternative routing principles, it is very interesting to consider some of the proposed
alternatives.

Agent and Call Selection
The research showed that the LSF-T, ASP, SPT, and UFO principles al increased the service
level. The SPT and ASP rule are relatively easy to implement as will be shown later. The
UFO and LSF-T rule are not directly implementable. The workflow management system
used is Avaya. The system makes use of static priorities assigned to agents, as was discussed
earlier. An example will be used to illustrate the ease of implementation of a combination of
the SPT (Shortest-Processing-Time) with the ASP (Agent-SmaUest-Probability) rule.
Remember that both the SPT and ASP rule increased the service level. Suppose the caU
centre has 3 agents and 3 skills as given in table 14 and table 15. A possible agent skill
priority configuration that implements both the SPT as the ASP principle is given in table 16.

Skill I Ski1l2 Skill3
Agent 1 x x
Agent 2 x x
Agent 3 x x

table 14: Example Agent ConjiguratlOn

Volume-% Average Handling Time
Skilll 20% 10
Skill2 10% 20
Skill 3 70% 30

table 15: Example Skll/ ConjiguratlOn

Skill 1 priority Skill 2 priority Skill 3 priority
Agent 1 15 16
Agent 2 1 2
Agent 3 10 11

table 16: 1mplementation SPT and ASP principles

A possible problem may turn up in case an agent has more than sixteen skills. The Avaya
only aUows priority levels up to 16. One could circumvent this problem by dividing the skiUs
into 16 classes ranging from 10w to high average handling times. The same goes for the
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volume differentiation. Another problem may arise when considering the workload per agent.
When there is a high workload in general, the workload per agent will not differ much using
the ASP principle. However, in lower volume intervals, the ASP principles will cause some
agents to have high workloads while other agents will have low workloads.

The research showed that the LSF-T mIe had the most positive effect. The Avaya system did
not show direct support for this caU selection principle. There is however a setting caUed
'greatest need'. This setting prioritizes caUs, based on the quotient between the waiting time
and the service level threshold. This mIe sorts caUs based on the waiting time and service
level threshold. Greatest need however still prioritizes caUs that have already passed their
service level threshold and therefore ignores the most important property of the LSF-T mIe.
An analysis should be made about the cost of implementing the LSF-T mIe and the gains of
possible improvements.

Summarizing:
• Gains in service level using the SPT and ASP principles are possible, practicaUy free of

charge;
• LSF-T principle is not directly implementable and requires a costlbenefit analysis.

Staff
Research showed that most gains in altemative routing and staffing principles is caused by
additional cross-training. Especially for Philips where a gain of 4,4% was realized. Cross
training is therefore advised. The information background showed that Philips is not to keen
on cross-training, but since the agent pool of Philips is practicaUy cross-trained already (see
figure 11), this should not be too much of aproblem. The effects of additiona1 cross-training
for HP were less visible. Because HP requires a lot of hard training and technical knowIedge,
additional cross-training is not advised.

Summarizing:
• Cross-training the agents ofPhilips is the most beneficial for the service level and

relatively easy to realize;
• Additional cross-training the agents of HP will have little effect and is not advised.
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9.2 Generalization Research Approach
In this section the project approach is briefly summarized. A phase-by-phase plan is
presented to analyze an arbitrary project (Bookmark, Linksys, etc.), such as was done for
Philips and HP.

Phase 1: Problem identification and validation
The first phase is concemed with problem identification and validation. Data about daily
service levels should be gathered. Plots can be made to identify trends. Proportion tests can
be used to check if the service level is significantly lower than its target. At this point in time,
lean six-sigma is being used at Sitel. Using control charts (as in six-sigma), service level data
could also be analyzed.

Phase 2: Root cause analysis
Ifthe perceptual service level problem is considered to be a true problem, the Ishikawa
diagram presented in figure 4 can be used as a point of reference to identify root causes.
Identified root causes can statistically be validated using techniques such as multiple linear
regressIOn.

Phase 3: Problem solving
The last phase is concemed with problem solving. The simulation model and mathematical
model made can be used to try different what-if analyses. The models can give projected
gains of proposed solutions.
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10 Discussiol1

10.1 Models
Within this study both simulation models as well as mathematical models were used to
analyze and optimize call centre processes. In this section a reflection is given on both
methods. Strengths and weaknesses will be discussed as well as methods in which
mathematical and simulation models can reinforce each other.

The main strength in mathematical models can be found in the factor 'time'. Performance
measures can expressed in a number of relations. Given the relations, input parameters can be
calculated to reach certain performance measures within a matter of seconds. The main
strength of the mathematical model is the main weakness of the simulation model. In order to
present valid and reliable out, a certain number of replications have to be made. AIso, run
length has to be long enough. The longer the number of replications and run length, the more
time is need to get results.

The main strength of simulation models is 'flexibility'. Simulation models provide the
possibility to model a wide range of situations and scenarios while mathematical models are
more restricted. If one looks at a situation with multi skilled non identical agents, simulation
models can still capture this complex situation while mathematical models have to rely on
rough approximations.

Simulation models and mathematical models can reinforce each other as follows. In this
study one could see that the results of both mathematical models and simulation models
showed a lot of similarities. If no reality data would be available to validate the models,
simulation and mathematical models could validate each other. AIso, mathematical models
could be implemented within simulation models (exampie: dynamic routing policies).

10.2 Limitations
The first limitation within this research is concerned with the used data. The data was already
aggregated to thirty minute intervals. It was therefore not possible to do some statistical tests.
This was reflected in the abandonment process. This process was modelled by a relatively
simple exponential process, while this process is known to have two peaks in reality.

The second limitation is the modelling of the service process. All skills were modelled by an
exponential process. The goodness-of-fit tests however showed that not all data could be
modelled by an exponential distribution. Skills with a variation coefficient larger than one
would therefore have a slightly lower service level than estimated while skills with a
variation coefficient smaller than one have a slightly better service level than estimated.

The study showed the alternative call selection, agent selection and staffing were able to
improve the service level. The effect was however strongly moderated by current system
performance. The cost of implementation of alternative routing policies could therefore be
higher than the benefits.
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12 Appendix

12.1 Simulation Model

12.1.1 Description Simulation Model

jigure J7: Main model

The simulation model consists out of a main model which is further differentiated into five
sub modeis. The main model is given in figure 17. The first transition is
"generate/abandonJreroute". It creates eaUs, assigns them a skill and places them in the
queue. The transition also handles the abandonments of eaUs and rerouting of eaUs from an
agent back to the queue. For each inbound eaU, a eaU record is created in the place CaUDB.
The transition itself is a sub model. For detailed information about the arrival, abandonment
and rerouting process, section figure 18 can be consulted. The second transition is "Do
Selection". This transition takes the waiting eaUs and available agents and does an agent
selection or a eaU selection and places the selected agent-eaU pair in the place "Selected CaU
Agents". An agent selection is done when there is only one eaU, for which there is more than
one agent available. A eaU selection is done when there are many eaUs waiting for which
there is only one agent available to answer them. Note that the system state having many eaUs
which could be answered by many agents is not reachable. The third transition is caUed
"Handle CaU". The transition is concemed with committed work of an agent to a eaU. Once
the eaU has been handled, the eaU can either be rerouted back to the queue (via
"generate/abandonJreroute") or routed to the place "Handled eaUs". The fourth transition is
"Change period". The transition manages the interval and day of the model, which are used in
several other transitions. The last transition is "Agent Management", This transition handles
the 10ginJiogout events based on shift and period data. Next to this, it manages the auxiliary.
The auxiliary state represents aU work done by agents (both productive and non productive)
except for inbound eaUs. Examples are breaks and e-mail.
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In figure 18 the sub model "generate/abandonlreroute" is given. The first transItlOn is
"generate". It creates eaUs with an exponentiaUy distributed inter arrival time with a
parameter depending on the current day and interval. The skill of the eaU is randomly taken
from the place Skill diff. A record is created in the place "DBCaUs" for each eaU. Last an
exponentiaUy distributed abandonment time is created in the place "Abn Delays". The second
transition is caUed "Abandon". This transition removes eaUs out of the queue for which the
abandonment delay has been expired. The last transition is caUed "RtoQ". This transition
reroutes eaUs, already handled by an agent, back to the queue with a new randomly assigned
skill.

Dol.,

jigure 18: generate/abandon/reroute model
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In figure 19 the sub model "Do Selection" is presented. The first transition is "Selection
Check". The check makes sure that all agents who have to logout in the current interval are
logged out and that from the remaining agents at least one is availab1e to handle a waiting
call. After the "Selection Check" one of the transitions "Do Call Selection" or "Do Agent
Selection" will be enabled based on the criteria defined earlier. Once the transition "Do Call
Selection" or "Do Agent Selection" has finished, a Call-Agent pair is placed in "Selected
Call-Agent".

LAgent

shift

Period

SelectionCheck(LAgent,shift,Period.LSLC)
LSLC ,...-.s.-...,

figure 19: 'Do Selection ' model
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length(getAvaiIAgents(LAgent,[J,LSLC,O))>l

(LSLC,getCall(LSLC,LAgent),LAgent).----...,

LAgent

'-- --f'I[-elette
I Agent

alls_CaILAgents..A

CCM

I
I
I
I
I
I

rm (List.nth(1t3(ltl(CCAA)),1t2(CCM))) (1l3(ltl(CCM)ll

(hd(List.nth(# I(It l(CCAA)),lt2(1t l(CCAA)))),
List.nth(#3( It I(CCAA)),1t2(CCAA)))

~~~all remove(hd(List.nth(Hl!It l(CCM)),H2( Il l(CCM»))),(It l(111(CCAA))),(}.O)

jigure 20: 'Do Agent Selection ' model

In figure 20 the sub model "Do Agent Selection" is given. The first transition is
"GetAvailCaU" whieh gets the eaU out of the queue for whieh there is more than one agent
available. The seeond transition is "Select Agent". This transition seleets the agent who has
the highest priority (lowest number) for the eaU. If there are more agents having the highest
priority, the agent being idle the longest will be seleeted (LIAR poliey). The last transition
"Finish Selection" extracts the seleeted eaU-agent pair.

I
I
I

length(getAvailAgents(LAgent,(],lSLC,O))-1

(LSLC,Llst.nth(LAgent,
List.nth(
getAvailAgents(LAgent,[J,LSLC,O),OJ)
,LAgent)

LAgent

(LSLCA,
hd(
(sort INT.1t (createCalllist(ltl(LSLCAj, 1t2(LSLCAJ,OJ],17))J
)
)

LSLCAC

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

rm (#2(IlI(LSLCAC)Jj (#3(#1(LSLCAC)))

~1~all remove(Jt2(LSLCAC),ltl(Jtl(LSLCAC),{1,O)

jigure 21: 'Do Ca" Selection ' model

In figure 21 the sub model "Do CaU Selection" is given. The first transition is
"GetAvailAgent" whieh gets the agent, who is able to answer one or more eaUs eurrently in
the queue. The seeond transition is "Select CaU". This transition seleets the eaU for whieh the
agents has the highest priority level (lowest value). If there are several eaUs for whieh the
agents has the highest priority, the eaU with the highest current waiting time is selected. The
last transition is "Finish Selection" whieh extracts the seleeted eaU-agent pair.
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LSLC

StartHandling(Crec,AHT,CA) @+servicedelay(1I2(AHTl)

CA
daHRautJng(CA,Crec,LSLC)

J:.=;~..;;;;:::;;--

I
I LUI

figure 22: Handle Cal! model

The figure above shows the process "Handle CaU". The first transItlOn is caUed "Start
Handling" and delays the eaU-agent pair with an exponentiaUy distributed service time. Note
that the eaU record in CaUDB is updated with the start service time. Once the exponentiaUy
distributed service delay has passed, the next transition "Finish Handling" will be enabled.
This transition returns the agent to the idle agent pool. The eaU can be placed in the place
"CaU" if it is finished or in the place "Reroute CaUs" if the eaU should be routed back to the
queue.

Pariod

(if{hd Intervals}-l then
hd Days
else # l(Period),
hd Intervals, stime()+timeunit,
if (hd Intervals}-l then
taiga
else
true)

Days

+timeunit

Intarvals
~-------------.r~':::::::::::::::::;::Ll

ît(hd Intervals}-l then
ti DaysA'"'[,fH(Period}]
else DaysI

I
I
I

I
I

I
I
I

figure 23: Change Period

In figure 23 the "Change Period" process is outlined. This process has only one transition
which is caUed "Change Period". After a fixed time delay, this transition updates the interval
and, if necessary, the day.
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hd {doLogout(LAgent, shift,PeriodH

rrn (hd (doLogout(LAgent, shlft,PeriodJ)}
LAgent

Agent

LAget

Logout{LAgent,shift,Period,L5LC)

figure 24: Agent Management model
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The "Agent Management" transition is speeified in detail in the figure above. The proeess has
three transitions: Login, AUX management and Logout. The Login transition logs agents into
the system based on the shift information and plaees them in the auxiliary. The "AUX
management" transition, whieh is a proeess on itself, manages the agent's availability for
inbound eaUs. The Logout transition logs agents who have eompleted their shift out of the
system. Note that agents are not aUowed to logout at the end of a day when there are still eaUs
waiting in the queue.

(lt I( lt 1(all1<d),#3(allxd)

L C

figure 25: Auxiliary model

Agent

(ti l(auxd))@+doAUXdelay(Period,shift,a...xd)

shift

tOÄvail(Iastall1<,Allent,shIftPefiod,LAgent,LSLC,aux,nfo)

A.all ~~========~~~~e~nt~=====:!~~~l-""':':':"'::7-:-+(ents
LAgent LAgentAA Agent

rm (Pl(auxd» LAgent

LAgent

CalcAux(#2(auxlnlo)/I1ax(# 2(PElnod
#2(lastaux)+ 1),Agent,Penod,O,

2(sMt))

I
I

I
I
I

I
I The last proeess is eaUed "AUX management" (figure 25). Onee an agent has logged in, it

will be plaeed in the plaee "Agents in AUX". The first transition eaUed "toAvail" moves
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agents from "Agents in AUX" to "Avail Agents". During this movement, auxiliary delays are
created in the place "AUX delays". Each interval is characterized by an average percentage
of agents entering the auxiliary and an average auxiliary length. When the start time of an
auxiliary delay of an agent has been reached, the agent will be moved from the place "Avail
Agents" to "Agents in AUX" by the transition "toAUX". When an agent is handling a caB
while the auxiliary start time has been reached, the agents is put in AUX as soon as he gets
idle. If an agent has a choice between handling a caB or entering the auxiliary, the agent will
always enter the auxiliary. The process also has a dummy transition caBed "remove delay".
When an agent can log out, he will not go into AUX. The transition "remove delay" removes
his auxiliary delay.
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12.1.2 Verification

The simulation model was described in 12.1. This section showed a hierarchical division of
the main simulation model into sub modeis. This hierarchical division does not only make the
model easier to understand but also gives good possibilities to test and verify the model in
parts. Traces were made for each of the sub models and compared to hand calculations. The
traces showed that each sub model behaved like it was intended to do.

To check the conservation of cases in the model, place invariants were used Van der Aalst
(2002). The states in which calls can remain, during which time evolves, are 'abandoned',
'handled' or 'in progress'. Note that the agent and call selection process happens
instantaneously and does not take any time. This means that the total number of calls that
entered the system should be equal to the number of calls abandoned, handled and in progress
over time. The states in which agents can remain, during which time evolves, are logged out,
in auxiliary, handling calls or available. This means that the sum of all agents logged out, in
auxiliary, handling calls and available should be constant over time (i.e. equal to the number
ofagents).

The simulation model is mainly built out of serial process steps. Calls enter, are queued, get
selected and handled. There is one important 'xor-split' in the model: A call can undergo an
agent selection or a call selection but not both. Abandoned Calls and in queue are not (yet)
subjected to aselection. This means that the following relation should hold: The number of
calls handled and in progress should be equal to the number of agent and call selections.

Next to the places directiy related to the primary process, there are also places used for data
storage which contribute in a more indirect way. The number of tokens within these places
should always be constant. Two examples are the place 'Shifts' and the place 'Period'. A nice
property of Petri nets is the fact that transitions only fire, if all connected places have at least
a token. This means that if these token (like Period) are not maintained, transitions will loek
and the model would be in a deadlock.
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figure 29: HP daily pattern validation

figure 27: HP weekly pattern validation
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The daily pattern for both Philips and HP fit the reality data accurately. The blue and the red
line show a great overlap. All busy and calm intervals are included, just like reality.

The weekly patterns for both Philips and HP are very close to reality. The purple columns
match the blue columns very weIl. For Philips the peak on Monday and the lower volume on
Saturday is just like reality. For HP the lower volume on Friday is clearly visible.

Call volume

12.1.3 Validation

To validate the simulation model, all stochastic output data will be compared to the data real
life data. To validate the call volume, weekly arrival patterns as weIl as daily arrival patterns
are plotted against reallife arrival patterns. Also the volumes per skill are checked upon. For
the auxiliary, an average interval is checked for both the pattern as weIl as the average length.
The performance measures inspected are the service level and the abandonment rate. The last
validation is concerned with the average handling time per skill.

figure 28: Philips daily pattern validation

figure 26: Philips weekly pattern validation
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HP Skill Differtiation Validation

figure 31: HP skill differentiation validation
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table 17: Phlhps and HP performance measures validation

Philips and HP have a total of 101 skills. For the sake of space, only the higher volume skill
differentiation is checked upon. Any deviations in the lower volume skills will only have a
slight effect. Those skills making up at least one percent of the total volume were included.
For Philips, the skill differentiation matches the real skill differentiation pretty weIl. Skill 6
had slightly more volume while skills 3 and 4 had slightly less volume. For HP, the skill
differentiation matches the real skill differentiation as well. Skills 2, 5, 8 and 17 had slightly
more volume while skills 0 and 9 had slightly less volume.

Performance Measures

The service level of Philips is very close to the real service level. It only differs 0.17%. For
HP the service level is close to the real service level as well. The difference is 0.57% which is
slightly higher than Philips. Note that the service level for HP is based on the data ranging
from February until May. The service level is therefore lower than the steady 96%, which is
scored at this point in time. The estimated abandonment rate for Philips is higher in the
simulation model than in reality. Given that customer abandon more quickly, there will be
abandoning more people before the service level threshold, which positively influences the
service level. The service level for Philips is therefore slightly more positive than it should
be. For HP it is the other way around. The abandonment rate is lower than in reality which
means that less people abandon before service level threshold. This negatively influences the
service level which means that the simulated service level will be slightly lower than the real
service level. The performance measures are considered to be accurate enough.
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Philips HP
Real Life Simulation Real Life Simulation
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figure 30: Philips skill differentiation validation
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figure 33: HP AHTvalidation

figure 35: HP AUXvalidation
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Like the skill differentiation validation, skills making up at least one percent of the total
volume were included. For both Philips and HP, the average handling times are close to
reality.

Philips AUX Length Validation
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figure 32: Philips AHTvalidation

figure 34: Philips A UX validation
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In section 5.3, the auxiliary process was modelled by a combination of a truncated
exponential length and a deterministic length. The modelled auxiliary matches the real
auxiliary data sufficiently weIl as can be _seen from the figures. For Philips there is less
density on the lower lengths and more on the higher lengths. The average is the same as the
reallife data. For HP there is slightly more density on the lower lengths, slightly more density
on the higher lengths and less density on the maximum length. The average length is the
same as reality.
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Given an alpha of .01, a weekly volume of 2500 calls and a servIce level of 0.5 (this
maximizes the variation) the number ofweeks needed equals:

~ + ~p(1- p)
P-Za/

/2 n

12.1.5 Warm-up period

The simulation considered has a natural event ending the simulation. The simulation can
therefore be classified as a terminating simulation (Lawand Kelton 1991). Because the
interest is in daily and weekly performance measures and not on steady-state parameters, no
warm-up period was used.

The overall service level and abandonment rate for different scenarios will be compared by
two-sample proportion tests. The minimum difference to be significant in either the
abandonment rate or service level between two scenarios is set equal to one percent. To be
able to classify this difference as significant, the confidence intervals of the proportion may
not overlap. In case of a one percent difference, this means a confidence interval with a
maximum width of a half percent. The formula for the confidence interval of a proportion is
given below.
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n = 66049 Calls

66049/2500 = 27 Weeks

.005 = 2.57~ .5(1: .5)

12.1.6 Number of Replications

The number of replications is determined by the required precision and significance in the
statistical analysis of the relevant performance measures. In chapter 7 several scenarios are
simulated. These scenarios are compared to each other on the bases of service level,
abandoned calls and waiting times. Performance measures will be compared by tests on
population proportions and independent two-sample t-tests. Test runs were made with the
simulation model to get estimates of the mean and standard deviation of the performance
measures for the different scenarios.

12.1.4 Run length

The run length chosen for the simulation is a week. Weeks can easily be compared to each
other because the weekly volumes and staffing schedules are relatively constant. A run length
of a day was also possible, but this would mean that a simulation setup for each weekday
should be made to cover daily variations in volume and staff. Note again that attention has
been paid to choosing parameters such that they represent a "normal" arbitrary week. For
staffing this meant choosing a weekly schedule in which the holiday and illness figures were
on target. Each simulation has a natural event, the end of a week, terminating the simulation.
Because simulation runs are based on the same initialization rule using independent random
numbers (property of CPN-tools), runs will be independent of each other (Lawand Kelton
1991 ).
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The other performance measure of interest is the daily service level. Both of these
performance measures will be compared by means of independent t-tests. The t statistic is
given below.

The difference in service level that should be classified as significant is set equal to 0,01.
The estimated standard deviation of the daily service level is 0,04. In order to conclude that
one service level is significantly larger than the other service level with an alpha of .01 the
number of days should be 160. This is roughly 26,7 weeks.

A number of 30 weeks was chosen to be on the safe side.
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12.2 Mathematical model derivations
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Conditional waiting time (only customers who get served):

ifi~N+1

ifO::; i::; N

E[Woo (0)] = 0

First Moment

E[Woo (k)] = 1 + E[Woo (k -1)]
NJl + (k -lW

00 x)

A(x,y) =1+L-J-.--
)=1 TI (y+ k)

k=1

And

00

E[Woo ] =LP(i + N -l)E[Woo (i)]
i=1

Second Moment

(~r
Pi = JrN rl(SJl + k)

k=1 B
Where

E1N
Jr = '

s 1+ [A(NJl/B,AjB)-l]EI,N
And

Pi = Jr
N [ JN-i

i! A
Jl

12.2.2 M/M/N+M

Steady state distribution:
N!

12.2.1 General definitions

N = number of agents
A = arrival rate
Jl = service rate

B = abandonment rate
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E[W 2(k)] = 2 + E[W 2(k -1)] + 2 1 E[W (k -1)]
00 (NJ1+(k-1)B)2 00 NJ1+(k-1)B 00

00

E[W;] =I p(i + N -l)E[W; (i)]
i=1

Service level with thresho1d T in case ofhyper-exponential fit Cg, Yl~) on waiting time

sr = P{(Woo < T) /\ (w
abn

> T)}

(1- P{Abn}) + P{Woo > wabn > T}

TooT 00

q frle-Y1X f{k-tl dtdx + (1- q) fr2e-Y2X f{k-tl dtdx
sr = 0 x 0 x

00 00 00 00

(1- P{Abn}) + q fee-tl frle-YIXdxdt +(1- q) f{k-tl frle-YlXdxdt
T t T t

q~(1- e-CY1 +(})T) + (1- q) r2 (1- e-CY2 +(})T)

sr = rl + 8 r2 +8

(l-P{Abn})+q_8_ e-CY1 +(})T +(1-q) 8 e-CY2 +(})T

r l +8 r2+ 8
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Service level:

NB lower i values indicate a higher priority
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E[R]
N

Where:
Pi = the fraction of demand belonging to skill with priority i

,ui = the service rate for the skill with priority i (#/s)

TIw--T,sr = 1- II e E[W, 1
I W

Where:
T; = service level threshold for the skill with priority i

11

IIw = the probability ofwaiting in a M/M/c queue with arrival rate LAi and service rate
i=1

Mean residual service time:

E[R]~~[lT'+ ;,J
Mean waiting time:

E[W;] = i II w
i-I

(1- LPj )(1- LPj )

j=1 j=1

Where:

,u

N = number of agents
Ai = arrival rate for the skill with priority i

12.2.3 M/G/N NPP

Service time (hyper-exponentia1):

,u = E[B] = :t Pi
i=1 ,ui

11 2
E[B

z]=L-zPi
i=1 ,ui
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